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ABSTRACT 

s 

Title of Thesis: Multi-Photon Conductivity in Semiconductors 

and Measurement of Picosecond Pulse Width 

Subramania Jayaraman, Doctor of Philosophy, 1972 

Thesis directed by: Dr. C.H.Lee, Associate Professor of 

Electrical Engineering Department 

With the advent of Intense sources of coherent ootical 

radiation, in the form of Q-swltched and mode-locked lasers, the 

multi-photon conductivity in semiconductors is experimentally 

feasible to study.  In this thesis, we Investigated the two- 

photon conductivity In GaAs, CdS -Sen and three-photon conducti- 

vity in CdS using Q-swltched and mode-locked Nd:glass laser 

pulses with a view to examine their suitability to measure 

picosecond pulse width.   The two-photon conductivity in GaAs 

( low resistivity and high resistivity samples ) was studied 

with Q-swltched and mode-locked Nd:glass laser pulses.  The 

two-photon conductivity In GaAs was found to exhibit a square 

law dependence on intensity over a very narrow region of laser 

Intensity and this was found consistent with the thickness of 

the crystal and the measured two-photon absorption coefficient in 

GPAS.      Then the square law region was used to measure the 

picosecond pulse width and the two-photon conductivity correlation 

pattern gave a contrast ratio ofM.8 and a half width of ^ 

8-10 psecs.  Two-photon conductivity in CdSc-Sec with the 
-D-D 

use of mode-locked Nd:glass laser pulses displayed a square law 

V 
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region over a more dynamic range of incident laser intensities 

and the photoconductivity correlation gave a contrast ratio 

of<v 2.4 and a half width of^8 - 10 psecs.  This larger 

contrast ratio was attributed to the smaller two-photon absorption 

coefficient and thickness of CdS^-Se^ ( resulting in longer 

square law region and improved resolution ).  Finally, we 

measured the three-photon conductivity in polycrystalline and 

single crystal CdS and used it to measure the third order 

auto correlation function of the intensity of the picosecond 

pulses and hence estimate the pulse width. 

T 

I 

The estimated two and three-photon absorption coefficients 

in CdS^-Se^ and CdS from the measured photoconductivity agreed 

well within an order of magnitude with the theoretically 

calculated values from the known band structure and time 

dependent perturbation theory. 
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CHAPTER I 

I 
A. INTRODUCTION: 

| The development of powerful sources of electromagnetic 

radiation by means of Q-switched and mode-locked lasers had made 

it possible to observe a number of intensity dependent optical 

interactions in matter which involve two or more photons.  The 

multi-photon absorption in condensed media with the use of intense 

optical masers ban, in principle, be investigated either by photo- 

conductivity measurements or by observing fluorescence.  The 

measurement of photoconductivity is a more sensitive method and 

~ so it can be used to study the multi-photon absorption in semi- 

conductors and other crystalline media. 

i| 
Any intrinsic semiconductor normally does not exhibit any 

optical absorption capable of producing electron-hole pairs for 

Photon energies less than the forbidden energy gap.  This is true 

If      for the light intensities normally employed in conventional optical 

absorption experiments.  However, at high incident light intensities, 

multi-photon absorption of light in semiconductors leading to the 

Jj      creation of non-equilibrium charge carriers can in principle occur. 

^      This corresponds to the production of electron-hole pairs with 

{j      simultaneous absorption of several photons. Semiconductors are a 

convenient medium for the investigation of such non-linear absorption 

U      processes at optical wavelengths, since the forbidden gap is of 

g      the order of a few electron volts as compared to the electronic 

states of the atom which are separated from the ground state 

1  Uli 
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by several electron volts. This facilitates the experimental 

investigation of the multiphoton processes with a fewer number 

of quanta. 

It is well known that a semiconductor shows appreciable 

optical absorption for photon energies greater than the forbidden 

gap Eg.  This process is one-photon absorption and can be described 

time dependent first order perturbation thecry in quantum mechanics. 

If fa» < Eg but 2to»>E5, the semiconductor will show some optical 

absorption because of two-photon absorption and this process can 

be calculated by second order perturbation theory. Similarly if 

(n-1)^w<E3but ntoO Eg, then there will be n-photon absorption 

in the semiconductor which will be weaker and weaker as n increases 

and can be predicted by n-th order terms in perturbation theory. 

The two-photon absorption process in a semiconductor can be described 

as follows;  An electron is excited from an initial stated' ( Valence 

band ) to a final state 'f'( Conduction band ) via a virtual 

intermediate stateV by absorbing two photons.  In the case of 

Three-photon absorption, the electron goes to the conduction band 

via two intermediate virtual states.  The mathematical description 

of these processes will be given in the second chapter. 

Multi-photon absorption processes exhibit several interesting 

features as compared to one-photon process.  These characteristic 

features make multi-photon absorption processes worthy of use in 

a number of applications. 
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1. In the case of one-photon absorption, the absorption coefficient 
M 

IT is a constant. 

K oC I for two-photon absorption 

K  I ~ for n-photon absorption. 

2. The absorbed intensity «d I  ,  for one-photon absc^rption 

oC I  ,  for n-photon absorption. 

This power dependence can be used to identify the order of the 

absorption process.  These non-linear dependences could be very 

useful in optical electronics.  The square law of two-photon 

absorption can be used to measure the second order intensity 

correlatJon of th^-laser pulses and thus provide one of the non- 

linear optical methods of measuring the width of picosecond pulses. 

Similarly the higher order processes can be used to mesure the 

higher order intensity correlations. 

3. In the case of one-photon absorption, the light intensity 

decreases very rapidly in the direction of propagation.  This is 

because of the large one-photon absorption coefficient and also 

the intensity distribution inside the crystal follows an exponential 

law.  Therefore the large portion of the absorption occurs near 

the surface.  In the case of two-photon absorption, the light 

intensity changes much' less rapidly, so the surface conditions are 

not important.  As a result,the 2-photon measurement reveals the 

properties of the bulk semiconductor.  This advantage of two 

photon absorption is used in the optical pumping of semiconductor 

lasers resulting in increased volume of coherent emission. 

4. In atomic media, the one-photon absorption occurs only between 

states of opposite parity, whereas the two-photon absorption is 

allowed only between the states of same parity.  This allows one 
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to probe excited states of the saine parity as the ground state 

by two-photon absorption.  In the conventional optical absorption 

spectroscopy, two-photon absorption complements one-photon 

absorption.  But in the case of semiconductors, except at k=0 

all states are of mixed parity and so it is possible to produce 

one-photon and two-photon processes by properly selecting the energy 

of the photon.  At k = 0. the initial and final states are usually 

of opposite parity and normally two-photon absorption is forbidden. 

So a study of raultiphoton absorption in solids is richly 

rewarding. Following is a brief review of what has been done 

before. 

B. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK; 

In the early days of.quantum mechanics, Maria Goeppert-Mayer0) 

calculated the two-photon transition probability in atomic media 

using second order time dependent perturbat—r. theory.  Her 

prediction awaited the development of lasers and in 1961, was first 

demonstrated by Kaiser and Garret^ They focussed a Ruby laser 

in Europium doped CaP,,, and observed a strong blue fluorescence 

around 4250 A.  The Eu++ ion makes a transition from the 4f ground 

state to an excited vibrational 5d state.  This is followed by a 

non-radiative transition to a metastable state.  Then fluorescence 

occurs in the transition from this to the ground state.  Its 

intensity was found to be proportional to the square of the laser 

intensity. 

Abella has observed two-photon absorption from a Ruby laser 

beam in Cesium vapour.  The 63^ transition occurs between states 

MM» -^-y X 
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of same parity and is not observed in the linear absorption spectrum. 

The two-photon excited photocurrent was studied extensively by 
(AS 

Hasegawa and Yoshimura^in anthracene crystals using a ruby laser. 

I?) (.6) 
R.Braunstein and Braunstein and Ockmann studied for the 

first time two-photon absorption in a semiconductor , CdS.  The 

two-photon excited emission in GdS using a ruby laser was intensively 

investigated by them. Cadralum Sulphide has an energy gap ( E = 2,5eV) 

•md the ruby laser has a photon energy ^w = 1,78 eV.  They excited 

electrons from the valence band to the conduction band by two-photon 

ibsorption and subsequently studied the recombination radiation 

from the exciton and impurity levels as a function of laser intensity 

and compared to the emission excited by single quanta absorption 

for photons of energy flw>E.   It was found that the intensity 

of recombination radiation was proportional to IQ for single quanta 

.xrita tion and IQ for two-quanta excitation where I0 is the 

excitation intensity and n is a constant which differs for different 

groups of emission lines.  They also developed a theory based on 

2nd order time dependent perturbation theory and band structure 

of UdS.  The two-photon absorption coefficient was 2. 10"^cm~1 

for the laser flux of 6 . 10  photons/cm /sec. 

N.G.Basov et. al.  reported the observation of laser action 

in GaAs and other semiconductors at 77°K as a result of two-photon 

excitation by a Nd;glass laser beam.  S.Wang and C.C.Chang reported 

the emission at room temperature of coherent radiation from ZnS 

excited by a Q-switched ruby laser through the two-photon absorption 

procesSi 
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V.S.Dneprovskii et.al. investigated the two-photon 

1   1 
conductivity of ZnS, CdS and CdS -Se, v crystals using a ruby 

laser.  B.V.Zubov et.al. studied the two-photon absorption in 

Germanium using a Q-switched CaP,,: Dy2+ laser by observing the 

recombination radiation.  B.M.Ashkinadze et.al0.^observed the 

two-photon conductivity in CdS excited by giant pulses from a 

ruby laser and determined the cross section for two-photon 

absorption.  N.A.Goryunova et.al.^investigated two-photon 

conductivity in a crystal CdSnP,, at 77 K using a Msglass laser. 

'      Two-phpton conductivity in ZnS and CdS were studied by A.Gingolani"0 

and by S.Rafi Ahmad and D.Walsh^ 

Two-photon absorption had been investigated by many more 

authors in various crystals like GaSe^CdS -Se, Ö8).  Most of 

these studies indicated a square law dependence on the excitation 

intensity.  Two-photon absorption was usefully employed to shape 

the Q-switched pulses.  R.K.Chang et.a^Vaid Lisitsyn^'inserted 

two-photon absorbing semiconductors in the cavity of a Q-switched 

laser to obtain shaped elongated pulses.  They demonstrated that 

laser pulses of controllable duration could be got by using non-li- 

linear absorbers inside the cavity. 

The three-photon absorption in CdS was studied with the 

JI     use of Nd:glass laser only recently.  B.M.Ashkinadze et.al?2'5 

detected the luminescence emitted by CdS at 77°K excited by a 

Ndsglass laser.  They detected the recombination radiation at 

5200°A after three-photon absorption and found that.the luminescent 

intensity depended on the excitation intensity as I  - T?'4 
J     a  num" excit * 

—   ■  ■             
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They used a focussed Q-switched laser beam to get higher intensitios. 

Arsenev et.al. used the three-photon absorption process in CdS 

using a mo de locked Nd:glass laser to estimate the picosecond 

pulsewidth from a measurement of the decay of the luminescence 

along the length of the crystal. 

Higher order absorption processes have been investigated 

in some of the alkali halide crystals.  I.M.Catalano et.al. reported 

four-photon conductivity in KI, five-photon conductivity in KC1 

and NaCl using a Q-switched ruby laser. 

Most of these experimertal investigations were done with 

Q-switched pulses.  With the availability of mode-locked Nd:glass 

lasers, it is possible to produce upto a few gegawatts/cm without 

focussing.  The pulsewidths are of the order of a few picoseconds 

and so the measurement of photoconductivity is a transient one 

and one can estimate the number of non-equilibrium carriers produced 

exactly.  All the recombination times are slow compared to the 

generation time.  Such a study of the interaction of picosecond 

pulses with semiconductors will throw more light on the behaviour 

of the non-equilibrium charge carriers in a very short time scale. 

The multi-photon processes can be studied with e-.se because of the 

high peak power associated with these ultra short pulses.  Another 

advantage of using these short pulses is the higher damage threshold 

because of their short time duration. 

" - - ■ ■ 
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C. ABI OF THE PRESENT EXPERIMENT: 

In the present study, we chose to investigate the multi- 

photon conductivity in semiconductors using a Nd:glass laser 

with a view to examine their suitability to measure picosecond 

pulsewldth.  Since two-photon conductivity in GaAs, CdS -Se. 

and three-photon conductivity in CdS were not extensively studied 

before, we undertook to investigate these processes using Q-switched 

and mode-locke Nd:glass laser pulses.  In the following thesis, 

we present an investigation of two-photon conductivity in GaAs, 

CdSc-SSt- crystals and three-photon conductivity in CdS and the 

use of these processes to measure intensity correlations of 

second and third order of the picosecond pulses of the Nd:glass 

laser and hence estimate the pulsewldth. 

The theory for multi-photon absorption and multi-photon 

conductivity in semiconductors is given in Chapter 2 and will 

be compared in a later chapter with our experimental investigation. 

A brief account of picosecond pulsewldth estimation using second 

and third order intensity correlations is also given.  The design 

of experiments and the description of the laser used are given 

in Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 gives a detailed discussion of the 

results obtained in the current investigation. 

T 
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CHAPTEK 2 

! 

:. 

THEORY 

INTRODUCTION: 

Gallium Arsenide is a direct band gap semiconductor 

whose forbidden energy gap is 1.41 ev at room temperature. 

The photon energy of t'.e Nd:glass laser is 1.17 ev.  So it 

is possible to excite the electrons from the yalence band to 

the conduction band by the absorption of two photons simultaneously. 

CdSx-Se1_x is a II-VI semiconductor with a fobidden energy gap 

at k =0,  The magnitude of the energy gap varies with the 

composition x.  For x -0.5, the energy gap corresponds to N; 2ev. 

As such one can study the non-equilibrium charge carriers produced 

by simultaneous absorption of two photons.  In a single photon 

absorption process, the absorption coefficient is independent of 

the intensity of light.  For the case where the charge carriers 

are generated by the two-photon absorption, the absorption 

coefficient is linearly dependent on the light intensity. 

For Cadmium Sulphide (CdS), the band gap occurs at k=0 and^^Pev. 

The absorption coefficient in such procese will be proportional 

to the square of the intensity of light as we shall see presertly. 

The two and three-photon absorption coefficients can be calculated 

using time dependent perturbation theory and the appropriate 

band structure for these crystals. 

In this chapter, we will outline the derivation of two 

and three-photon absorption coefficients. These expressions 

will be used to calculate the generation rate of non-equilibrium 

M^M 
~1^. 
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carriers and subsequently a formula for multi-photon conductivity 

will be derived.  These theoretical expressions will be used 

to compare with our experimental observations.  Finally, the 

theory of picosecond pulse width measurement using two-photon 

and three-photon absorption is given. 

TVKKPHOTON ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT: 

Hana Goppert Mayer first used second order time dependent 

perturbation theory to calculate the two-photon transition rate 

in atomic media.  Braunstein and Ockmann gave a similar 

calculation for semiconductors.  They derived an expression for 

the transition rate for two-photon absorption using an initial 

valence band, a final conduction band and an intermediate 

virtual conduction band different from the final one.  They 

did not, include the initial valence band and the final conduction 

band as intermediate states.  Obviously their derivation is 

not applicable to seraiconductors for the following reason. 

The conduction band and valence bai d at k =0 are having definite 

parity as s and p levels of the atom.  So two-photon absorption 

is forbidden at k = 0.  However at k different from zero, the 

energy levels are of mixed parity and so the dipole matrix elements 

between these levels are non-vanirhing.  Basov et al^derived 

the two-photon transition probability taking into account the 

contributions made by considering the valence band and the 

conduction band as intermediate states.  We will give only an 

outline of the derivation and the details are relegated to the 

appendix 1. 

MMMMU - 
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The Hamiltonian for an electromagnetic field interacting 

with the valence electrons in a semiconductor is given by 

Where JM 4 V(r) i3  the ^Perturbed Hamiltonian in the absence of 

e.m.field and iL P-A is the interaction Hamiltonian and can be 

considered as a perturbation.  The solution of the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian gives the band structure of the material.  We will 

assume that the bands are parabolic and trat the two-photon 

transition occurs near k = 0 so that we can use the band structure 

derived from Kane's theory. J The transition rate per unit volume 

i'or two-photon absorption is given by ( see appendix 1 ) 

. 
W, 

4 

n      where  Hf=<M^ f^ln> 

! 

E 

T 

We will consider the valence band and the conduction band as 

the initial and final states (i,f).  The intermediate state n 

can be either the final conduction band or the initial valence 

band.  The higher conduction bands and the deeper valence bands 

are far away and the square of the energy denominator correspondingly 

increases and so the contributions from these bands can be 

neglected.  The band structure of GaAs is shown in Figure 1. 

V ■¥C^M^-"^]W... 
It2,3  for three valence bands. 

.... , , 
  - - ■■•■ 
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BAND    STRUCTURE   OF   Ga As 

C - conduction  band 5    V1 03 - valence bands , 

Eg - forbidden gap      j,     A - split off band width. 

Energy  -measured    w.r. t   the top  of  valetice bands  V^ and V^ 

Eg  =  141   ev 3     Ar 0.33  ev    (at   300*K) 3 

Effective  -masses     ^c ; "^v ; ^v^    ^v   = o-ü^Oj 

o.cs rn0 }   o-o35 rc\0 i   o.zsm^   .   «mo - electron rest mass. 

FIGURE    1 
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The matrix elements can be evaluated using the Bloch wave 

functions 

i b.Y 

Where 

H cw = 

H cc =■ 

Ö is the band index 

k is the momentum vector. 

>r\* C 

H 
19 

13 

^  = /\ oi , where A is the magnitude of the vector potential of the 

e.m.field and (^ is the polarisation vector. 

1: 

n m 
COt 

m' m *    J  C   ty    9   7 
C(9/ 

and the intensity   I = 
g-rrc 

T 
J. 

r 
T 
r 

Putting all these expressions into Eq.(5) and integrating , we 

get 

2. 

x. 

. « Mitini *hA^"^-^—•"■-' ■ - ■ 
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1 The two-photon absorption coefficient    KJ

2
^   IS defined as 

K LZ) 
=    A^iv t^)/x 

Taking into account the degeneracy of the bands due to spin, 

we get 

Xi) 
6 r-2^ u> 

14 

0) 

. 

I D 

I 
I 

where i = 1,2,3 for three valence bands. 

The two-photon absorption coefficient is thus seen to be 

proportional to the first power of the intensity.  Now knowing 

the bard structure and the values of the effective masses,we can 

calculate the absorption coefficient.  The two-photon absorption 

coefficient for GaAs and CdS^-Se^ was calculated using this 

formula and is shown in Appendix 2 and 3. 

THEORY OF THREE-PHOTON ABSORPTION: 

For CdS, we require an expression for the three-photon 

absorption coefficient.  We have to use the third order time 

dependent perturbation theory.  We use the same two band model 

as we used in the derivation of K(2).  The Hamiltonian X is 

given by 

X  = H0 -H H
1 -^ H" 

where H. 

H 

%Yn 
+ VCY) 

and H 
2. 7* T* 

Arr\C^ 
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In the previous derivation, we omitted H"since ^'contributes to 

two-photon process as a first order term and the matrix element 

vanishes because of orthogonality of the wave functions of the 

initial and the final states.  But in the third order process, 
1/ 

H contributes through a second order term. 

We get for the transition probability per unit volume as 

shown in appendix 4 , 

11 II)) .in ^ = ATT   ,   C^r^ Hjn H'V 
IU 

«^ H'^ 

« Eni-t«J 

"I +Z.I- '        H^n <m H'm 

Using Bloch wave functions we can write the matrix elements. 

The dipole matrix elements are the same as before. 

Omitting the photon momentum to be small as before and taking 

the initial valence band and the final conduction band as virtual 

intermediate states, we get 

V 
ATT j_ 

*  (AW) 
J   dhk    ^-£,.-31^) |WC/ 

■ 
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Where       u\       ii 

.1  ..I 

Substituting the matrix elements in ^, we find the first 

two terms to cancel out to zero and we are left with the four 

terms containing the dipole matrix elements. 

E^,. = 3-Ku; ^ E« -H "fr2, tt" CO 
£/U. 

where 

After integration (see appendix 4 ) , we get an expression 

for ÜÜ as 
V 

V 

where   B0  * ^^."g>co 

Taking into account, spin degeneracy and the definition of 

three-photon absorption coefficient as 

KC33 __      3-Htü (jVt/y) 
^     3 

we get 

:u Bt 

16 

The calculation of the absorption coefficient in the case of 

CdS is shown in Appendix 5. 
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Theory of Multi-photon Conductivity; 

Once we know the absorption coei'ficient, we can calculate 

the generation rate of carriers in the crystal.  The intensity 

distribution along the length of the crystal for multi-photon 

absorption follows a differential equation 

where n denotes the order of absorption and 

Pv^ i   =  n   ~ absorption coefficient. 

Integrating, we get 

[•+ (n-o^ir^- 
C3) 

The generation rate of non-equilibrium charge  carriers    F(x) 

is  given by 

FW =    ^ I n 

w -K u; 

0 
:: 

Ti 

[n-^-i)/ilö''xJ^ (^ 

The concentration of the generated carriers under steady state 

conditions obey the following differential equation. 

T>>t^   - ^ = -FW 

where p is the concentration of non-equilibrium charge carriers 

and U is the diffusion constant, and f is the life time of the 

M '■'"■-•"--■ 
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I 
I carrier. Jlck H.Yee solved this equation by the method 

of variation of parameters ( see Appendix 6 ) and used the 

solution to calculate the photoconductivity AG as 

o   o 

The final formula for steady state n-photon conductivity is 

as follows 

AGy^ =   ur   lo L'^-O^I^'L] «-«Ll^ J 

18 

ip) 

oiV ßnIo 
n v* e 

-AM2 

-M-l    J\ 

LCo5KJUil^_,      dx 
 ■ -.IT  

**w    '[C^VsX^-Vs)^1-] ot^•M^I0
n■,x>-' (6J 

i 

where    oC = "V .& (^ + i^)   i   ])^
Z= J- 

In the case of GaAs,   the  diffusion length  (l//0   is very short 

of the order of    10"4cm    and/\L»1,   (  104X.03 =  300  )   ,   the 

formula for two-photon conductivity beoomes for n=2, 

A &LZ) =.   oi Jl 
JltUÜ 

(7) 

This expression holds good for steady state conductivity and 

in an experiment with Q—switched laser pulses, the pulses are 

long compared to the steady state life time of the carriers and 

so we are in short measuring the steady state photoconductivity, 

This happened to he the case with GaAs since the photo- 

conductivity life time was found to be short compared to the 

Q-switched pulse duration.  ForßT,LO»  AGV ' oO 1Q 

1 
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- indicating the two-photon nature of the absorption process. 

In the case of mode-locked pulse excitation, non- 

equilibrium charge carriers are produced within an interval 

determined by the pulsewidth and normally the lifetime of the 

carriers is long compared to the picosecond pulsewidth and 

so we are measuring the transient photoconductivity.  In the 

case of crystals like OdS>5-Se - and CdS, the electron life 

time is of the order of a few microseconds 01 nore and so we 

will be measuring the transient photoconductivity whether we 

use Q-switched or mode-locked pulse excitation.  So we will 

presently calculate the multi-photon conductivity for a 

transient process. 

Multi-photon conductivity for short pulse excitation; 

If a short pulse is incident nn the crystal, the 

concentration of carriers gererated at a point  'x' due to 

multi-photon absorption is given by 

PCX)       -    F ex)   tc 

I I 
I 
T 

where ^ is the pulse width. 

Then A 61 ;can be calculated using the expression  (5" ) 

19 
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■    A^=   ^«VC^+NV)    ^^ Ti-fio; 
/ - 

fi-KD-o^ro^'LJ r^vlri    --(*) 

This agrees with the Jick Yee'a formula if we neglect the 

second term and replace ^ the electron life time by the pulse 

width t1 .  As before for a two-photon process, 

A^^cv^r.)   ^KL    1L 
Z+jE^IoL        * frw 

For a th-^ee-photon process, 

A(h O) <X_ 
c 

^en /y^L c<   ^   , 

V) 

Wiw + ivv > tv     j0 [i !—■   .. 1 — 0°-) 

^ 6(3:)   =   ^ ^V (1^ + ^) -A.    ß3 l0
3L 

3^^ 
 (it) 

J 

^Cn  eo io indicating the three-photon nature of the absorp- 

tion process.  The formula for ÄG^and AGpwill be used 

in a later chapter to estimate the values of the two-photon 

and three-photon absorption coefficients from the measured 

photoconductivity. 
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Theory of picosecond pulaewldth measurement; 

The square law anfl cube law dependence of photoconductivity 

can be used to measure the second and third order intensity 

correlation of the picosecond pulses and hence to estimate the 

pulsewidth.  So far only fluorescence ' and harmonic measurements J 

have been done.  From a multi-photon photocorductor, the output 

we get is an electronic signal and so if the photoconductivity 

method is successful, we could construct an electronic detector 

for the measurement of picosecond pulsewidth.  The theory behind 

higher oräer intensity correlation measurement is given below. 

Second order correlation; 

The typical arrangement for the two-photon technique for 

the display of picosecond pulses is shown in Fig. 2.  Carriers 

are produced in the crystal by simultaneously absorbing two photons 

at the fundamental laser frequency from the resulting light field 

of the superposition of the two beams.  The resulting light beam 

is represented by a field Er(t) given by 

E (t) = E(t) + E(t+^) 

where E(t) is the incident light field in one direction and 

^r = 2nZ/c is the delay time between the two signals, and 2z is 

the path difference between the two beams.  The output from the 

crystal can be measured and is an average value of <^G> of the 

photoconductivity, averaged in time and space over several optical 

wavelengths.  Now, 

mtmmmmmm^mmmmmmKi^kmmm^ 
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FIGURE  2:  ARRANGEMENT FOR TWO-PHOTON  CORRELATION 
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CI2) 

where Vr(t) is the analytic signal associated with the real 

field Er(t).  The. quantum mechanical probability 'P' for Two- 

photon absorption Is given by 

P =1 Tr ( /»a+ af a a) - 03; 

where f>  Is the density matrix describing the light field.  In the 

classical limit, ^corresponds to the creation operator aTand \/\t) 

to the annihilation operator a.  (la.) Is proportional to (i3) In 

the classical limit. 

Let      V   =  \/(t)       and   V^ = V^f t) . 

Then the observed conductivity at a certain position Is expressed 

as, 

<7\ G> W   = <Cv-hVr)Cv-f ^) f v% vt) CW ^)> 

The first two terms are proportional to the Intensity correlation 

functions 0^ f, also toown as Glauber's second order correlation 

functions.  The lasi two terms describe Interference effects 

 ^ ^"'■--^ - - ^mmm*, .^MHIMMtf "^■»n 
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giving spatial variations proportional to COS{CüQV) and Cos(2u)0t), 

where (üQ IS the mean center frequency of the light field. Due to 

the slow response of the crystal,  these variations are averaged 

out to zero.       The normalised photoconductivity is now expressed 
p 

by the intensity correlation function G (V) of the  field. 

.a . .   rZ, 

G.2^) 

<s y refers to a time average or an ensemble average 

time averaging is considered, then 

I #-; = VV* 

If only a 

where I is the mean intensity. 

At the peak of the pulse, f = 0, 

<ZSfi> peak 

<», background 

_ A 6;z(o)i-4ftz(y) 

= 6 

• i. 

I 
T 

Contrast Ratio 'R' = 
<^ft> peak 

•CTACn^ background 

a^i^co; 

G2C0)+S,&ZW 

*nmmtmmmm*          
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: 

For a bandwidth limited short pulse { T = Ay"1) i.e. in the case 

of a perfectly mode-locked beam. 

<^>p=  6 

G (0) =-.  0 at delay times^>/>^y"
i due to the vanishing intensity. 

••.<*C^= 2. 

Contrast Ratio --- 3. 

Tf we scan the region near the perfect overlap of the 

pulses, we can map the correlation function as a function of 2^. 

The two-photon conductivity can be measured as a function of Is. 

'Phis should give a peak at the overlap point (^=0) and this peak 

must be, according to theory, three times higher than the background. 

The halfwidth of the correlation curve gives a measure of the 

pulsewidth.  Similar structure of the correlation curve is exhibited 

by Q-switched or a free running laser but with a reduced contrast 

ratio of 1.5 .  Care must be exercised to interpret the results 

of these measurements.  However if one observes the mode-locking of 

the laser beam in a fast oscilloscope, one can easily eliminate 

the possibility of reduced contrast ratio due to Q-switching or 

free running of the laser. 

Third Order Correlation; 

If we use a three-photon absorber instead of the two-photon       I 

absorber, we can measure the autocorrelation function of third 

order- As before, the three-photon conductivity can be 

1 

T 
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measured as a funp+ir.« «^1/ r™. 
a function of^ .       Then the observed photoconductivity 

at certain position is expressed as 

I 
I 
I 

.. This corresponds to the three-photon absorption probability 

Pcaj a  Tr (/'a.+ a+a"'a.aa) 

As before, w.^can express the nonnaltsed photoconductivity in ten.s 

ofGlauber.s third order correiation functions. After a straight 
forward algebraic simplification. 
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< AG^ym Ji (h0Cd)   4.  qöifcw + ICnlct) 

&o«» 

Where faN (7?) .     (i)'3    f* r^     T
w-n 

-00 

where T is the mean intensity. 

At the peak of the pulse, f= 0  ,   so <^Ä s 20 
' peak 

a point far away from the overlap (ie) fr»,/^ ,    „3^ 

so^A w A    , = o >       background        e1. 
= o, 

Therefore.  Contrast Ratio    =       ^^^   > p 

Therefore the third order correlation measurement win give 

a larger contrast ratio and so it can be easily measured.      «-switched 

or free running laser should give a contrast ratio of S.SHM SO 

in a measurement of picosecond pulsewidth using the third order 

process one can easily differentiate the «-switched pulse from 

the mode-locked pulse since there is a factor of   4    in contrast 

MM — 
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ratios unlike a factor pf 1.5 in the case of measurement with 

a two-photon process. 

In chapter 4, we will be discussing the correlation measure- 

ments using two-photon conductivity in GaAs and CdS ^-Se  and 
• 5  .5 

using the three-photon conductivity in CdS.  Once we demonstrate 

in principle the picosecond pulsewidth measurement using multi-photon 

conductivity in semiconductors, the construction of an electronic 

multichannel detector using a layered thin film semiconductor 

structure may become feasible in the near future. 

>_i^B__M_a___^^_^_ 
■■ ■ ■''5 
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CHAPTER 2 

Design of Experiments: 

In this thesis, we present an experimental investi- 

gation of two-photon conductivity in GaAs using Q-switched 

and mode-locked Nd:glass laser.  We also studied two-photon 

conductivity in CdS c-Se r and three-photon conductivity in 

CdS using only mode-locked laser .  The present chapter gives 

a brief account of the laser used and the design of experiments 

To facilitate understanding of the correlation meas-rements 

using these non-linear photoconductors, we will give a brief 

account of the mode-locking the laser. 

The Neodymium Glass Laser; 

In the Neodymium glass laser, the M^+  ion is present 

as an impurity atom in glass.  The energy levels involved 

in the laser transition in a typical glass are shown in 

Fig. 3.  The glass rod is usually pumped by a coaxial Xenon 

flash lamp.  The Nd;glass has a wide absorption band in the 

ultraviolet and in the visible region.  After absorption 

of the wide band light from the flash lamp, the system relaxes 

to the excited state ( upper lasing level ) 4Fa.  The laser 

era ission occurs at a wavelength of 1.059 pm and the lower 
-1 level is 1950 cm above the ground state. We have here a 

four level laser, since the thermal population of the lower 

laser level is negligible.  The fluorescent linewidth is 

around  100  cm This rather large inhomogeneous  linewidth 

i 
.i 

1 
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is due to the amorphous structure of glass, which causes different 

Nd ' ions to see slightly different surroundings.  Different Ions 

consequently radiate at slightly different frequencies, causing 

a broadening of the spontaneous emission spectrum.  This large 

linewidth is advantageously utilised in the mode-locking of 

lasers as we shall see presently. 

The laser used in the present investigation was a Korad 

KI-system with a Nd:glass rod having a Brewster-Brewster configuration 

to avoid reflection losses.  The laser rod was of diameter 0.5" 

and length  g "   .  Two dielectric mirrors ( 99.9 %  and 65/0 

reflectivities ) formed the laser cavity.  The useful beam came 

out of the partially transparent mirror. 

Q-switching the Nd:glass laser was done by introducing 

a cell containing Kodak 9860 dye solution in dichloroethane inside 

the cavity.  Since the same configuration was used to mode-lock 

the laser, it was sometimes difficult to get neat Q-switched 

pulses.  For this purpose, we introdueed an interferometric flat 

inside the cavity to avoid mode-locking. 

I 

I 
I 
T 

Mode-locking the Laser;- ft *o43) 

Let us consider a laser as a resonant Fabry-Perot cavity 

whose dimensions are large compared to the wavelength.  Then we 

note that many axial Interferometric modes within the inhomogeneous 

linewidth can oscillate more or less independently of each other. 

In the Q-switched case, these modes are, in general, uncoupled and 

^^tamttm ■■ "-^ 
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have no fixed phase relationship with one another.  The 

resultant electric field 

ER = I! En 
where En is the electric field of the n-th mode. 

Intensity   I      . .  s  E.,. E     =  N.E  for 'N' mnrtP«» J uncoupled     R  R       ^O       mooes, 

since <^En1JEn2V vanishes for uncorrelated fields.and 

En= E0.Bxp(i(|>n) where ()>n is at random and E0 is the mode 

amplitude ( assumed to be equal ). 

Now consider the case where there is a fixed relationship 

between the phases of the different modes which are equally- 

spaced at 

w.-iere i  is the length of the cavity.  Let us assume for 

simplicity the phases to be zero.  Then the resultant electric 

field is given by 
Cw-O/a, i (Wo i-Y\Uj)t 

where ttLis  the center frequency of the laser 

ER = e0 e 
LWot  Scrv C^wt-ZO 

Now when the modes are locked in phase, the laser intensity 

is given by 

mode-locKed - t0 - 

Therefore we see that the intensity of the mode-locked laser 

is in the form of a train of pulses with a period T = ^iIL 
60 
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; 

and  I0(wde-locked) = N2E^ = N I,,^,,,,^ i^w.*.  We see peaic o      unmode-lockea 

that the intensity is increased by the number of participating 

modes.  The pulsewidth is defined as the time from the peak 

to the first zero and is equal to ^JT ^ _J_ where &V  is the 
IV a;   AY 

inhomogeneous line width. 

Thus we see that when the modes are locked in phase, 

we get a train tf pulses of greater Intensity and lower width 

which is approximately the inverse of the gain line width. 

As we have seen, the inhomogeneous line width of the laser 
12 

is 3X10  Hz (/iy) and we should expect pulses of 0,33 psecs 

duration theoretically. 

To generate these ultra short pulses, we must couple 

together all the laser modes falling within the line width 

by putting an active or passive modulator in the cavity. 

Normally we use passive mode-locking with the help of saturable 

dye solution.  Despite its wide use, passive mode-locking is 

not well understood.  However the mode-locking using a 

saturable absorber can easily be explained on a qualitative 

basis in the time domain as follows: 

The saturable absorber has a non-linear transmission 

characteristic.  Viewing the laser as a quantum mechanical 

oscillator building up from spontaneous emission noise, the 

low amplitude portiions of the amplified fluctuating sponta- 

neous emission noise are discriminated against the high 

amplitude portions because of the non-linear transmission of 

—■ —■ ■■■-■■  
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the dye solution.  At low light intensities only a small 

fractior. of the laser light is transmitted through the absor- 

ber.  At high light intensities, the absorber becomes 

transparent.  The lower intensity portion of the pulse is 

cut off by the saturable absorber and the absorber is bleached 

during the peak of the pulse.  By the time the pulse is 

reflected bac'-c, the absorber relaxes to ground state and once 

again the pulse is amplified and narrowed.  Within a few 

cycles ( return cavity round trip times ), the pulse is 

narrowed to its limit namely, the inverse of the oscillating 

bandwidth of the laser system. 

The block diagram of a mode-locked laser is shown in 

figure 4 ,  The saturable absorber used in mode-locking the 

Nd:glass laser was Kodak 9860 dye solution in dichloroethane. 

Mode-locking was done for a number of other lasers such as 

Ruby, Nd:Yag, He-Ne.  Because of the narrower line widths 

of the latter media, production picosecond pulses of higher 

intensity is really limited to Nd5+:glass medium. 

Ö 

:: 

Calibration of the output intensity; 

The experimental set-up is s^own in figure 4.  The 

Nd:glass laser was Q-switched using the dye cell containing 

Kodak 9860 dye in dichloroethane and an interferometric flat 

wich served to prevent any mode-locking.  The output through 

the partially reflecting mirror was sent through a flash lamp 

filter.  The photo diodes measured the intensity of the light 

reflected from ordinary glass beam splitters.  The energy of 

' 
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the beam was measured by a calibrated thermopile calorimeter 

the output of which was connected to a microvoltmeter.  The 

output from one of the photo diodes ( ITT coaxial photo tube) 

was connected to a fast 519 oscilloscope.  This combination 

had a rise time of 0.7 nsecs.  The measurement on this was 

used to determine the pulsewidth and also the Q-switching of 

the pulse could be checked.  The other photo diode was conn- 

ected to a Tektronix dual beam scope and the pulse height was 

taken as a measure of the intensity of the pulse.  For the 

intensity calibration, every laser pulse was simultaneously 

recorded on both the oscilloscopes and the energy in Joules 

was determined from the calorimeter output.  Knowing the 

pulsewidth, we calibrated the pulse height in the dual beam 

oscilloscope with the intensity calculated from the energy and 

cross-section of the beam.  The linearity of the photo diode 

was checked for two decades of intensity.  So the photo diode 

was set to read intensity in Mw/cm2. 

In the case of mode-locked pulses, emission occurred 

only during short intervals of the order of picoseconds. 

So to measure peak intensity, we should measure the pulsewidth. 

Ve removed the optical flat from the cavity and used a contact 

dye cell with the 99%  mirror.  The dye cell was very thin 

and could hold approximately 2ccs at 2mms thickness and 

5 cms diameter.  This thin contact dye cell was found extremely 

useful in getting neat mode-locked pulse trains well over 

80 %  of the times we fired laser.  The mode-locking was 

    ■■-■ -1111 ■ 
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checked by one of the photo diodes (ITT) connected to a 519 

scope.  This combination had a risetime of a fraction of 

a nanosecond ( .7 nsecs ).  The pulse energy was determined 

as before by a calibrated thermopile detector.  In a separate 

measurement, the pulsewidth was determined by the Two-Photon 

fluorescence technique (TPP).  The laser beam intensity was 

divided into two equal parts by a 50%-50%  beam splitter as 

shown in figure 4.   Then the two beams were totally reflected 

by mirrors to cross at a long cell containing 10~5 molar 

solution of Rhodhamine 6G in ethanol which exhibits two-photon 

absorption of Nd:glass laser photons and subsequently emits 

near the second harmonic of Nd:glass laser.   This fluorescent 

intensity due to the overlap of the two split beams was 

photographed using a polaroid camera.  A typical picture 

of the mode-locked pulse train and the TPP trace of the same 

pulse train is given in figure 5 .  We could count the total 

number of pulses in the half width of the pulse train and 

determine the energy per pulse ( peak energy ) .  In the 

TPP trace, we see an enhanced intensity in the region of 

overlap and the width of this bright spot 'w' approximately 

gives the pulsewidth ( ^ ^ «^  where £. is the velocity 

of light in ethanol, Hü;I'4^.  This TPP trace should give a 

contrast ratio of 3 according to the theory developed in 

chapter 2 .  We did not measure the contrast ratio and so 

our measurement is only an approximate one.   Since we observed 

a neat mode-locked pulse train in the 519 scope, we could 

safely estimate the pulse width without measuring contrast 

MMM^Mi   — •■■'-     i       i   mmKimmiämi * ■  -- - ■ 
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ratio.  Over several exposures, we pot a value for the 

pulse width to be 3-9 psecs ,  We could easily produce a 

peak energy of a few millijoules which corresponded to an 

average power of a few gega watts (109 watts).  This rather 

high peak power facilitated the investigation of muti-photon 

conductivity in semiconductors. 

Measurement of Photoconductivity; 

Almost all the crystals used in the present experiment 

were cut from single crystalline wafers.  Ohmic contacts were 

made to both ends of the crystal by alloying indium at an 

inert atmosphere ( under nitrogen flow ).  The low resistivity 

crystals were checked on a transistor curve tracer for the 

non-rectifying contacts.  All the crystals were connected to 

a low voltage battery V through a resistance R ( either 50 

or 125-A.).  When the crystals were illuminated with laser 

pulses, the change in voltage 'v' across the resistance R 

because of the conductivity change was measured directly on 

the oscilloscope.  When the battery was short circuited, 

the crystals were Investigated for any photovoltaic effect. 

In all the crystals, the photovoltaic effect was barely 

observable ( much less than 1% of the photoconductivity 

signal ).  This confirmed the ohmic nature of the contacts. 

The change in conductivity^ßidue to the laser pulses 

could be computed from the voltage change v across the 

resistance R .  Let r0 be the dark resistance of the 

mam 
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crystal.  Let the change of the crystal resistance on 

illumination be4r.  We shall denote the dark current by ia 

and the current during illumination by Cc .      Then, 

\3    ~    Cic-U^K 

where 
LL = 

V v 
R^r0-^r  '   d   R+r0 

\3 = VR 
4/ 

(R+r0-/irK«+ 
rO 

Ar = V LR + r0)
J 

VR+ a (R+ro) 

(i) 

il 

.. 

; 

Hence 

AG» ~   G\ i  — (r\Q   •=■ 
To-M 

kl      ^ yf && 

+ fo A6i 

Equating (1) and (2) we get, 

/ÄY 

r* (*„-&) 

-12) 

zSö,  = 
(5 C«^ -+ Yo)* 

ro^VR - ^roR(Y0-+R) 
- &> 

Thus in general the relationship between the signal ^ and 

the photoconductance 4(fiis seen to be non-linear.  To estimate 

Aft f we have to know the dark resistance of the crystal Vo 

in addition to 7 and R .  This formula (3) was used to 

estimate the photoconductivity of low resistivity samples. 
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In the case of high resistivity compensated semiconductors, 

r0 is large of the order of several megohms and R is usually 

small and so the dark current can be neglected.  Then Eq.(3) 

becomes 

ACn   = 
Rf  Hit       -    *  Yg    1 

** = —1           ^ 
CV - (50 R 

since        =  1   , 

The above results will be used to calculate the photoconduc- 

tivity of low and high resistivity semiconducting crystals 

in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER £ 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION; 

Introduction; 

In this chapter, we present the results of an 

investigation of two-photon conductivity in GaAs ( both low 

resistivity and hi/^h resistivity type ) using Q-switched and 

mode-locked Nd;glass laser pulses.  The two-photon conductivity 

in GaAs was then used to measure the second order intensity 

correlation of the mode-locked pulse train and estimate the 

picosecond pulse width.  We also investigated the two-photon 

conductivity in CdS|5-Se^5 and the three-photon conductivity 

in CdS using mode-locked pulse excitation and the use of these 

effects in measuring the pulse width. 

A. Two-photon conductivitv in GaAs using Q-switched Nd;La3er; 

The particular crystal used in the present investigation 

was an n-type GaAs crystal of thickness 0.28 mms doped with 

Oxygen ( concentration 3X1014/cm3 ) and having a resistivity 

of 2.4 cm.  The crystal was exposed to Q-switched Nd:glass 

laser pulses of duration 60-80 nsecs and the maximum 

intensity was 10 MW/cm2 .  The experimental setup is shown 

in figure 6 , A dye Q-switched Nd:glaBS laser was ue^d. 

The Q-switched laser pulse entered a pair of beam splitters 

through a flash lamp filter, an aperture and calibrated neutral 

density filters ( to vary the intensity of radiation ) . 

jülrgMMffl———rm -   ■ ■ ITIB-—i—i» 
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|        Two photo diodes were used, one to trigger and the other to 

measure the intensity falling on the crystal.  The CraAs crystal 

was connected in series with a 50iiresistance to a battery. 

j        The change in voltage across the 50^_ resistance was fed to a 

dual beam oscilloscope along with the laser pulse from the 

j        photo diode.  Polaroid camera was used to photograph the dual 

beam traces.  The photoconductivity  was computed from the 

change in voltage across the 50-0. resistance using Eq.(3) of 

chapter 3. 

The measured photoconductivity AC? in millimhos against 

laser intensity in Mw/cra is shown in figure 7 in a log-log 

graph.  The photoconductivity was measured over three decades 

of laser intensity .01 to 10 MW/cra.  The result of two 

indeppndent runs gave concordant results.  In figure 7, we 

observe a break-in-slope between 1 and 2MW/cm2 and this could 

be explained by the magnitudes of the one and two-photon 

absorption coefficients. 

The one and two-photon absorption coefficients in the 

same crystal were determined by transmission measurements. 

We investigated the dependence of the intensity I of the light 
n x 

transmitted chrcugh the crystal on the intensity I0 of the 

laser beam incident on the crystal.  The intensity of light 

Ix at a depth "x1 of the crystal is written as 

dIx  = -oci   - ßl2 

where o( is the one-photon absorption coefficient in cm"1 and 

ß  is the two-photon absorption coefficient in cm/MW . 

.,..^M^^....       . . 
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The solution of this equation is of the form 

_ «r x 

r        =     ll   e  i x 
■+ J. IsCi-e"^ 

I 
[ 

D 
0 
n 

where I is the incident light intensity just inside the 
s » 

crystal surface.  If R is the reflection coefficient for 

normal incidence, 

o(l 

Ic 

I 0" R)' 

The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 8 .  We 

measured the incident intensity I and the transmitted 

intensity I by calibrated photo diodes.  The plot of 1,,/Ix 

against I0 is shown in figure 9 . A least square fit was 

made to the data points.  Knowing the reflection coefficient 

R (^ (Y^-O/Cn-fO2,  . n-refractive index of GaAs ) and the 

thickness of the crystal x , we determined the value of oi 

to be 2.5 cm"1 from the Y-intercept in figure 9 .  From the 

slope of the line, the value of ß was determined to be about 

5.0 cra/MW.  This value agrees fairly well with the computed 

value of 3.7 cm/Mw accordinR to appendix 2 and Basov's 

experimental value .  The single photon absorption coeffi- 

cient was also measured at 1.06 micron using a Gary Spectrometer 

and this gave a value of ^3 cm . 
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Now the break-in-slope observed between 1 and 2 MW/cm2 

could be explained.  Below 1 MW/cn2, the single photon procejc 

predominates and above 1 IlW/cm2, the two-photon absorption 

takes over.  This agrees with the above values obtained for 

cX and ^ .  The two-photon absorption coefficient ^?^=ßja 

(cm ) increases proportional to the intensity and is much 

greater than oC above 1 MW/cra2 . 

Below 1 MW/cm2, the slope of the curve is less than 

unity and is approximately equal to 0.6 thus indicating the 

nature of single photon absorption, probably due to impurity 

levels.  According to A.Rose^ the slope of the photocondu- 

ctivity curve between i and 1 can possibly be explained by 

a continuous spectrum of levels in the forbidden band with 

an exponential energy dependence of the level density.  As 

shown in Appendix 7 , such a model gives an intensity 

dependent life time.  Nearly the same slope has been 

jj       observed by L.M.Blinov et al/^and R.H.Bubi^in their photo- 

conductivity experiments ( one-photon absorption ) with 

GaAs .  Quite recently S.S.Li and C.I.Huang^in their 

investigation of recombination and trapping processes of 

photoinjected carriers in Cr-doped GaAs, found the life time 

This of the carrier t  dependent on intensity as f ^ if ? 

agrees with the slope 0.6 for &<*  versus I0 in our experiment. 

2 Above 1 MW/cm , the slope of the curve is more than 

j       doubled indicating the two-photon nature of the photoconductivity. 

T 
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The impurity (.jingle photon ) conductivity line below 1i'."W/cm 

is extrapolated and is subtracted from tiie curve above 

1 MW/cm  .  The resulting photoconductivity is due to the 

true two-photon effect and the log-log plot against intensity 

is shown in figure 10 .  A least square fit straight line 

to these points gave a slope of 1.85. 

To effect a comparison of the experimentally observed 

two-photon conductivity with Jick Yee's theoretically 

calculated values, one requires the correct values of the 

mobility and the life cime of the carriers.  The mobility 

of the carriers is fairly well known for a given concentration, 

The life time tf for the calculation of steady state two-photon 

conductivity is estimated as follows: 

The fairly longer laser pulse excitation results in 

reaching a steady state value of trie photoconductivity. 

The photoconductivity decay curve gives an idea of the 

response time and the steady state life time of the carriers 

could be observed only if the laser excitation pulse width 

is smaller than the carrier life time.   At lov/er intensities 

below 1 MW/cm  , the carrier life time depends on trie laser 

intensity ( continuously decreasing with increase of intensity 

according to A.Rose  ; see Appendix 7 ) .  However at high 

light intensities, where two-photon effects are observable, 

the carrier density increases rapidly because of intensity 

dependent absorption resulting in moving the Permi level 

towards the conduction band very rapidly, and the crystal 

 —.u-äMUmäamlu^.    . ~^—äm~m.  . . "•» 
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behaves like a trap free semiconductor and so the life time 

regains essentially constant at higher intensities.  To 

calculate the two-photon conductivity, one requires this 

constant life time and as an approximation the followinc 

estimation is done at 1 MW/cra where two-photon effects are 

just observable.  This estimation ,'äves a slightly higher 

value of the life time resulting in an increase in the 

calculated value of the two-photon conductivity. 

At approximately 1 MW/cra , where two-photon conductivity 

is negligible, the measured value of the single-photon 

conductivity is used to estimate the steady state life time 

of the carriers.  Neglecting surface recombination, we get 

for single-photon conductivity 

Aft=    ^ a( f^  I0   o( L ^t St 

where       ©6=    single-photon absorption coefficient. 

At   I0   = 1 MW/cm    , A G\   ■*   o* OS,  mhoS 

L  - O'OZS- Cm 
c, 3 

A"   =    G5oo   Cm  /v-Sec 

f5t$   the  steady state life  time of the  carriers is estimated 
— 10 to give approximately 10   sees which agrees favourably 

with Blinov's value (;s5 X I0~1'secs ).   Using this value 

of t ,   the two-photon conductivity of GaAs is calculated 

using Jick Yee's expression ( see Eq. (7) of chapter 2 ). 
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The theoretically calculated two-photon conductivity is also 

shown in figure 10 .  The slopes of the experimental and 

theoretical lines are nearly equal thus indicating the 

two-photon nature of the excitation.  The magnitude of the 

observed photoconductivity agrees well within an order of 

magnitude with the theoretically computed values.  The 

observed discrepancy may be attributed to the inaccuracy 

involved in the estimation of life time and also to the 

non-uniformity of the beam distribution. 

Thus we state that we have observed two-photon 

conductivity in GaAs and the magnitude of the same agrees 

within an order of magnitude with the theoretically calculated 

values.  One may have some doubts that the same conductivity 

could be got by generation of non-phase matched second 

harmonic of Nd:glass laser radiation and subsequent single 

photon absorption. The following calculation precludes such 

a possibility. 

is given by 

The  conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation 
C4Ü 
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/M-= 377 ohms 

t = thickness of the crystal - 0.00028 meters 
j -2Z 
a- = \2)< 10  mks units ( non-linear susceptibility) 

u> = I7'8x 10 radians/sec 

"Rfjo - J. 17 ev 

n3 = 40 

n = dielectric constant 

n2cu- n^    =    0.75 

• a 

<A     a    i. 06 p.m 

z 

For I  = o 

1250 

10 MW/cm2 ,    0?   ^   io'b    ,    I2ü)«Jwatt/cmJ 

ex 
2(U 

5        -I 

From this we can calculate the absorption coefficient for 

such a process as ß^l^  ioW.  This absorption coefficient 

is negligible compared to the two-photon absorption coefficient 

we have observed above. 
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In an actual experiment, where we may use this 

two-photon excitation of conductivity for picosecond pulse 

width measurement, the crystal has to be exposed to mode- 

locked laser pulses with higher individual pulse inters;ty. 

Therefore the photoconductivity with a mode-locked laser was 

investigated using two different types of GaAs crystals. 

1. 0,,-doped n-type GaAs ( same as in section A ) 

2. Cr-doped high resistivity GaAs of thickness 0.033 cm and 
Q 

resistivity greater than 10 -fLcm. 

The experimental arrangement was the same as in figure 6 

except that we were using a mode-locked laser instead of a 

Q-switched laser.  The response of the crystal ( Cr-doped 

GaAs ) to laser pulses is shown in figure 11. The upper most 

figure(a) was due to Q-switched pulse excitation.  When the 

mode-locked pulse train ( of picosecond pulses ) was utilised 

as the excitation light source, the laser pulse and tjie 

photoconductivity signal as appeared on the 519 scope is 

shown in traces (b) and (c) of the same figure 11 .  The 

photoconductivity signal clearly shows a similar periodic 

structure of the exciting pulse train.  This indicates that 

the conductivity change responded rapidly to the excitation 

of an individual pulse in the train.  In other words, the 

life time of the induced charge carriers is much less than 

the separation ( ^—. -  4.5 nsecs ) between two adjacent pulses, 
1 I 

Mi Haul 
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The photoconductivity and the laser Intensit;, wore 

recorded as usual on the dual beam oscilloscope.  Since the 

same amount of time resolution was introduced in both the 

channels, we could correspond the peak of the photoconductivity 

to the peak of the laser pulse.  The photoconductivity of the 

two samples was investigated with mode-loclred pulses in the 

peak intensity range of approximately a few MW/cm? to a few 

GW /cm and a log-log plot of this versus relative intensity 

is shown in figure 12.  Both curves display a slope of 2     in 

the low intensity region, changing to unity slope at higher 

intensities.  If we compare the low intensity portion of the 

transient photoconductivity with that of figure 7 , we see a 

reduction in the magnitude of ^6 by a factor of approximately 

100 .  Since the picosecond pulses have higher peak intensity 

we start with a region of slope 2 .  The transient two-photon 

conductivity, according to chapter 2 , is given by 

-W 

: 

The over-all reduction in magnitude of ^comes from the fact 

that the pulse duration ti enters in the expression for 

photoconductivity instead of the steady state life time of the 

carriers  in the case of Q-sw.itched excitation.  t. is 

approximately 100 times less than 't^      This explains the 

reduction in the magnitude of ACrin the case of mode-locked 

pulse excitation. 

i 
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The theoretical photoconductivity versus intensity is displayed 

on figure 13 in a log-log graph.  Here also the slope is ? 

at lower intensities and changing to unity at higher intensities. 

AGiZ)     * 
& LT. 

i-h £ Li, 

m 

At lower intensities, ß. LI0  << i , AQ®* 06 I0 

At higher intensities, ßzLlo >>   • j A (SCZ) oO Jo 

As we see, the change of slope from 2 to 1 depends or the 

intensity l0jßz  and L .   This also confirms the order of 

agnitude of the two-photon absorption coefi.'icient ß {^5  cm/MW) 

of the two samples.  The low resistivity sample is of slightly 

lower thickness 'L' and so the change in slope occurs at a 

slightly higher intensity.  Thus the experimental photoconduc- 

tivity displays the two-photon nature of the excitation. 

In the unity slope region, AQ^oO  ^ I0 , the ratio of 

the conductivities in this region at a particular intensity 

gives the mobility ratio of the two semiconductors.  Trie 

mobility ratio was found to be 30 .  The mobility for the 

02-doped GaAs was 7000 cm
2/V-sec.  This gives the mobility 

for Cr-doped GaAs  230 c:n2/V-sec.   This value of the mobility 

was used for the calculation.   Such a low mobility in Cr-doped 

GaAs can be explained by the compensated impurities in the 

high resistivity crystal as observed by Gronin and Haisty.^ 

In the region of slope 2 , the conductivity ratio is proportional 

to the thickness ratio, ß  ratio and the mobility ratio. 

HHMMMMMM. I MM UMHU 
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Using the mobility ratio determined earlier, and the thickness 

ratio ( 0.028/0.033 ), the ratio of two-photon absorption 

coefficients in two different GaAs samples was found to bo 

approximately unity.  This gives a check on the measured 

Rvalues for the two samples.  Since the intensity was not 

measured absolutely, the magnitudes of the photoconductivity 

could not be compared exactly. 

Cr-doped GaAs crystal had a high dark resistance 
.      Q 

(  10 ohms ) and so we could measure the photoconductivity 

very accurately at higer intensities.  At high intensities 

of light, the photoconductivity curve showed a sub-linear 

dependence as shown in figure 14 .  If the conductivity is 

due to two-photon absorption alone, we should observe a slope 

of 1 at very high intensities as shown by the extrapolated 

linear dependence.  The observed conductivity is less than 

the ideal extrapolated curve of slope unity.  The following 

discussion proposes a possible mechanism for the sub-linear 

dependence at higher intensities. 

The non-linearity is definitely not due to the surface 

recombination since the excitation is due to short pulse whose 

width is much less than the recombination times.  Since 

conductivity is directly proportional to mobility, it was 

first suspected that mobility may decrease at high excitation 

levels because of electron-hole scattering.  This decrease in 

mobility at high excitation levels in Si ( 4.20K ) was observed 
(50) 

by A.A.Patrin et al .   The following discussion rules out 

T 
i 
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this possibility in the present experiment. 

At room temperature, the mobility in GaAs is determined 

by screened polar scattering and impurity scattering .  The 

room temperature mobility was found to be PJ.O cm^/volt-üec 

as shown in the earlier section.  When the crystal is oxcUcc 

by high intensity laser pulses, the dencit.y of non-equ'HbHum 

charge carriers increases.  The contribution of nobllUv due 

to electron-hoie scattering was calculated using tht 

Brooks-Herring Formula . 

^ e-K 

vifhere 

■m. 

YTV. 

^ 3/i x'2- ^ ikr)a (y*e + y*k) H 

wi/z e K-K)^(nenhf [6r,(t,B)> 1^] 

B   = 
6 e Chry -wig. vnK 

TT-K^ ^(vr^rrYMn^h)' 

■1 ielectric   c '-.r,tar;t 11.8 

electron erfectivo mass        0,07? m 

hole  effectäve mass O.G^    :,-, 

electron  "pst masc 

■ 2 '■{:.' ron 1 c   :  urge 

Boltzmann's  constant 

absolute   te"i eraturc 

Planck's  constant/ ? 

^K     s     carrier ^rnsit^ ( non-eq.il • m ) 

C3) 

-. 

" 

At 300 K , the computed mobilitv 0 K e-k at  high   can !e 
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densities of the order of 1018/cc gave a value of lO^/V-: 

Mobilities combine approximately as 

+ 

The normal mobility is low and so will not be affecteci by 

the Glnctron-hole scattering mobility.  Therefore the observi i 

non-linoarity is not due to electron-hole scattering. 

The second possibility may be due to the stimulated 

free carrier absorption ( free electron absorption ) .  The 

free electron absorption in GaAsHor a given concentration 

of 1017/cc is approximately 0.03 cm-1 at 1 micron wavelength. 

So the stimulated free carrier absorption is low and the 

observed non-linearity is not due to this process. 

The intervalley scattering of electrons to a low mobility 

valley is also ruled out since the scattering can occur only 

with the help of a phonon and the corresponding crosr. section 

must be low.  The system can be considered as at wo level system 

and two-photon saturation can be considered.   But the carrier 

concentration is very much low compared to the degeneracy 

population and so saturation of the transition is ruled out. 

Another possibility is the coherent interaction of 

picosecond pulses with the two-photon absorbing medium.054,5*0 

Above a particular threshold intensity, the medium can exihibit 

self induced transparenc/^nd because of this the pulse propagates 

with negligible absorption.  Such self induced transparency 

could be observed only if the dephasing time of the population 

■  I   - IIMIIIMMll I   II  -- fliHttrti-liiaiMhrifiMiiii-ii'i i in 
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inversion is much longer than  the pulse width.       This  could 

happen only at low temperatures.       Such a self  induced 

trarsparency in GaAs at 770K using Md^lass laser pulses 
(57) 

(   of picoseconds duration  )  was observed recertly.   '   They 

in fact observed negligible  two-photon absorption above 50 M,.7c;:; 

upto  10 GW/cm  .      However at room temperature,   the dephasing 

time  is short  compared  to  the picosecond  pulse duration and 

they observed no  self  induced transparency but only regular 

two-photon absorption.       Since our measurement  is  at room 

temperature,  we  could not  explain this non-linearity by  the 

above arguments. 

The more likely possibility  is  that due  to  stimulated 

intra-valence band absorption.       For  III-V semiconductors,   the 

absorption by free holes  can be much larger than the   Tree  electro] 

absorption.       This is  due  to the presence of transitions 

between sub-hands   V,     and Vj of the valence band.       The  intra- 

valence band  absorption  in GaAs with various p-type doping 

densities had been extensively studied bv Braunstein    and 

Braunstein and Kane,       The hole absorption coefficient at  1 ^w 
17        ^ —1 

for the crystal doped with 10 '/enr is about 3 cm  .  This 

absorption coefficient is due to the transitions between the 

light hole, heavy hole and split-off valence bands as shown 

in figure 1. 

In the present case, at higher intensities of light, 

the non-eq'.'ilibrium charge carriers are produced proportional 

to the light intensity and the associated stimulated absorption 

jkMMMMIMI« 
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by the non-equilibrium holes should also increase linearly 

with the lißht intensity.  Referring to figure 14 , from the 

non-linear region, the absorption coefficient due to intra- 

valence band transJtions was calculated as follows: 

For a particular value of ^G, the intensities I and I 

at the ideal slope 1 c irve and the experimental curve are 

determined. 

i = I 
-c* L 

-   =  f ^ if 
L =  thickness of the crystal. 

d   =  absorption coefficient due to intraband absorption 

The carrier density is proportional to 1^   and so o< is plot Led 

arainst 1^   in figure 15 in log-log graph.  Again at lower 

intensities,^ increases linearly with light intensity ( carrier 

density ) thereby showing that the non-linearity in the 

two-photon conductivity is due to stimulated intra-valence 

band absorption. 

However at very high light intensities, *  increases 

rather slowly.  This means that part of the light intensity 

is being utilised in the generation of non-equilibrium charge 

carriers ( contributing to conductivity ) .  jThe difference 

in absorption coefficient between the linear dependence and 

the sub-linear one in t!-ie oi versus I f~raph ( firure 15 ) is 

plotted against relative intensity I0 in a log-log rraph in 

figure 16.  The slope of 2 in figure 16 suggests that fere 

is a generation mechanism whose absorption coefficient increases 

as the square of the light intensity.   Accord im- to Eq.^jof 

( of chapter 2 ) , for three-photon absorption the absorption 

OMMH^ ■^ 
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coefficient must be proportional to the square of the intensity 

of radiation.  Hence we conclude that we have observed the 

three-photon generation of carriers in GaAs at very hiph 

intensities of light. 

Referring to figure 12, the maximum intensity was 

approximately determined to be 5-10 GWs/cm2 and the corresponding 

observed three-photon absorption coefficient was 20 cm"1. 

Using the formula derived in chapter 2 ( Eq.^)) for three-photon 

band to band transitions in semiconductors and applying it 

to GaAs ( transitions from V, 2 to G ) , we get for 5-10 GV//cm' 

of light intensity, a three-photon absorption coefficient as 

~ /^  cm  which agrees favourably with the experimentally 

observed values. 

.. 

; 

In conclusion, we state that we could easily observe 

two-photon absorption in GaAs with the use of mode-locked 

pulse train for excitation.  Since we can go upto very high 

intensities, ard since the two-photon absorption coefficient 

is lar^e ( 5 cm/KW ), we see that the two-photon conductivity 

is modified by thickness, stimulated hole absorption and 

three-photon absorption. 
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c« Measurement of Picosecond Pulse Width Using Two-photon 

Conductivity In GaAs: 

The two-photon conductivity in GaAs ( Cr-doped h!'fh- 

resistivity type ) was investigated in the earlie- section 

using a M:glass mode-locked laser.  As we sec fron-, figure 1?, 

the photoconductivity shows a square law dependence on 

the intensity of laser light in the lower intensity part of 

the graph.  Such a square law could , in principle, be 

utilised to map the second order correlation function of the 

intensity of the laser pulse.  This will give us a measure 

of the pulse width. 

The experimental arrangement for the measurement of 

picosecond pulse width using two-photon conductivity in GaAs 

is shown in figure 17 .  The mode-locked pulse train from 

a Nd:glass laser was partially reflected by a plane glass 

beam splitter onto an ITT photodiode the output of which was 

monitored on a 519 oscilloscope.  Another beam splitter reflects 

part of the beam on a reference GaAs crystal through ND glass 

filters.  The transmitted beam was attenuated by ND filters 

and then split into two equal components by a 50%-30%  dielectric 

beam splitter.  The two beams were then made to collide on 

a GaAs crystal using two dielectric reflectors.  Both the 

reference and signal GaAs crystals were cleaved from a Cr-doped 

high resistivity GaAs wafer of thickness 0.33 mm.  Indium 

solder was alloyed to the end faces of the crystals and ohmic 

contacts were thus established.  Both the crystals were 

11 
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connected in series with a 1200-0. re sis tor through a 22.5 volts 

battery.  The voltage developed across the resistarce was 

monitored in a dual beam oscilloscope. 

The mode-locked pulses were monitored on a 51? scope. 

Almost 80# of the shots gave a single neat pulse train, probabl: 

due to the contact dye cell used in the experiment.   First, 

the slope two region of the two GaAs samples wore confirmed. 

The ND filters were adjusted to keep the GaAs samples well 

inside the slope 2 region.  The photoconductivity  was 

calculated from the voltage 'iV across the resistor R (l200_rU. 

A6, V X V = 22.5 volts 

e 

■", o r • 

V-t5    R 

In the slope two region, J  was of the order of 0.0° volts. 

Since 0«V ,  ACn is proportional to 0  and so the voltage 

measured on the oscilloscope can be taken as a measure of 

two-photon conductivity ( TPC ) .  The crystal GaAs |1 mr 

the photoconductivity proiueed by trie overlap of the ■ .Zse 

with itself while the crystal GaAs ff?  monitored the photo- 

conductivity due to a single passage of the short pulses, 

thereby providing the usual reference signal.   The TIC patter- 

was scanned by moving the crystal #1 along the direction 

M., to Mp and plotting the ratio of the pulse height from 

sample #1 to that from sar.ple #2 as a function of distance. 

The result is shown in figure 18.   Ratios obtained have bee- 

aormalised to unity in the wings to conform with units nefine:-" 

reference (38) where the TPC yield due to a single pass was 

assigned a value of i.  Only data points for which n sin-le 

1^^^^^^- 
———_ 
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reat mode-locked pulse train was monitored on the 519 scope 

wore plotted on the praph. Each data point was an average 

of 8 to 10 shots. 

The contrast ratio for two-photon conductivity was 

shown to be 3 in chapter 2 .  As wo see in figure 18 , we 

get a contrast ratio of  1.8 only.  This is because of the 

limited resolution of the crystal and partly because of the 

narrow slope two region of the samples.  The thickness of 

the crystal is 0.33 mms and this correnponds to a resolution 

of ^4 psecs (|A-n ,v\= 3.4 , C^ 3 X 1010 cm/sec ).   The 

half width of the curve approximately rüves 3-10 peecs for 

the width of the pulse. 

F m 

I 
I 
I 
I 

To effect a comparison with the Two-Photon Fluorescence 

( TPF ) measurement, the TPP contrast ratio as obtained by 

Duguay et al.  for a mode-]oeked and a free running or a 

Q-switched laser is shown along with our measurement in 

figure 19.  As seen in figure 19, the experimental points 

more or less follow the TPP curve for a mode-locked laser, 

not that of a free running or Q-switched laser.   If we sample 

and integrate Duguay's curve over 4psecs at various points 

of the curve, we would expect the TPC or TPF curve with 

approximately 1.8 contrast ratio.  Normally an ideal TPF 

for Nd:glass laser mode-locked pulses exhibits a peak contrast 

ratio 3 and s value of the contrast ratio 2 at the shoulder. 

The sioulder is broader compared to the peak portion.  This 

structure is understood to have been caused by a model for 

mmm mmmMmm -     «•^MMM ^ . . -. •■-.-■■ ..^—^.^^.^^.^--^..j.^^.^.... ^.....ilfc 
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D. Two-Photon Conductivity in CdS c-Se (-: 
«p  «P 

CdS c-Se c is a II-VI semiconductor and has a forbidden 

energy gap of 2.0 ev at room temperature.  With a Nd:glass 

laser, the photon energy is 1.17 ev and so it is possible to 

excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band 

by simultaneous absorption of two photons.  Two-photon induced 

photoconductivity was indeed observed in CdS -Se,  crystals 
Oo) 

by V.S.Dneprovskii et ax. using a Q-switched ruby laser. 
09) 

M.S.Brodin et al, measured the two-photon absorption coefficient 

in CdS -Se1  for various 'x' values using a Q-awitched ruby 

las^r.  None of these experiments was done with.Nd:glass 

laser.  The mode-locked pulse train from Nd:glass laser 

consisted of shorter picosecond pulses with higher peak intensity 

and so should get absorbed in a two-photon process.  The 

photoconductivity due to such a process was not studied before. 

We saw in the earlier section that GaAs had a higher two-photon 

absorption coefficient and so for a given thickness, saturation sets 

in at relatively low intensities.    We wer* limited with 

a smaller square law region and this was part of the reason 

for the lower TPC contrast ratio in the picosecond pulse width 

measurement.  In the case of CdS c-Se ,-> we get a theoretical 

value of /8 ~ 0.14 cm/MW ( see Appendix 3 ) and since this 

value was smaller than that of GaAs by approximately 50 times, 

we expected a better square law region, extending over more 

than two decades of excitation intensity which would facilitate 

Uteuw ^M^MHMM^B^    
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the measurement of picosecond pulse width.      So we decided to 

investigate the two-phc+.on conductivity in CdS^-Se^ using mode- 

locked Nd:glass laser pulses. 

The particular crystal used in the present experiment was 

a single crystal high resistivity wafer of CdS^-Sef. made by 

Gould Inc.      The crystal had a thickness of 0.23 mms.      A small 

crystal of 3 mm x 1 mm area was chosen and ohmic contacts were 

made to the end faces by alloying with Indium.      The experimental 

arrangement for the measurement of photoconductivity was the same 

as before (  figure 6 ).      The mode-locked pulse train consisted 

of picosecond pulses ( 5-9 psecs    wide  ) spaced at 4.5 nsecs over 

300 -600 nsecs.      The intensity incident on the crystal was varied 

using calibrated ND glass filters.      The photoconductivity was 

estimated as before from the change in voltage  'v'  across a 

resistance  »R«   (   127 n ) which was connected in series with the 

sample to a battery 'V, using the relation 

AT V 

0' * (V- *)** 
In figure 20, we see the oscilloscope traces of photovoltage »V 

and laser intensity from a photo diode.  Figure 20 (a) shows the 

jj       traces in the dual beam oscilloscope.  One can see the photo 

voltage following the mode-locked laser pulse train.  This is 

(]       confirmed by the other two traces (b) and (c).  So the photo- 

conductivity responded to the individual pulses in the mode-locked 

U       pulse train.  We could only see the slight wiggling in the photo 

H       signal and this was partly due to the slow response of the detector 

circuit.  So the photo voltage peak corresponded to the peak of 

the laser pulse in the dual beam scope, 

llllfllitoB—II ii   imin            „„^i  ^ Jl 
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Figure: 20 - Oscilloscope traces of Photo voltage 
versus laser pulse 
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The photoconductivity AO In mllllmhos versus  relative laser 

Intensity is shown In figure 21.      A least square  fit was .T.ade 

and the slope was  found to be 2.2.      This indicated a power law 

of-v Ie      t,  characteristic of a two-photon process.      We estirateT 

the two-photon absorption coefficient  from the measured 

photoconductivity.       The two-photon conductivity for a transient 

process can be written as  ( see chapter 2   .  Eq.(fl\ )   ), 

When p^IoL«!,  we get  &&  cc ro "i 0 This exDlains the square law 

observed in the experiment.  To estimate Q , we had to Rnow the 

peak intensity of the pulse I0, the pulse width t., the mobility 

and the geometric factor'a/c«.  a/c waL 1 in the present 

experiment.  Since the crystals were of compensated high resist!vitv 

type, the mobility could not be measured accurately by the 

manufacturer and so the mean mobility in CdS and CdSc-Se of 
.    2    ^J -5 .5 
400 cm /v-sec was assumed.  We measured the total energy of 

the laser pulse train by a calorimeter.  The TPF photograph 

using |3 molar solution of Rhodamine bG in ethanol gave a value 

Of tj* 5psecs without measuring contrast ratio.  Prom the pulse 

width and the energy of the peak pulse, the peak intensity I0was 

letermined.   The thickness of the crystal 'L' was 0.023 cm. 

Approximately 0.3 GW/cm? corresponded to a value of ^4*80 mllli- 

mhos.  From the expression for ncP,  ß i0 was estimated to be 

mm 
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20 cm"1 .  For I#- JOO MW/cm
? , ß was found to bt  .07 cm/MW. 

09) 
When we reduce the value of Brodln*a meaaurement for Ndtglaca 

laser, they get a value of 0.15 cm/Mw for CdS j-St^. .      Tt»e 

theoretical calculation for a single valence band to conduction 

was  found to give ( see appendix 3 ) 0. # cm/MW.      Our experlMn- 

tal value thus agrees In order of magnitude with the theoretical 

value and the one measured by Brodln et al. 

A similar square  law dependence could be obtained If 

second harmonic of the Nd:glass laser was generated In non-phase 

matched CdSc-Ser and subsequently absorbed by single-photon 

absorption.      We could calculate the absorption coefficient 

ßpo in cm/MW for such a process.      The conversion efficiency for 

second harmonic generation Is given by ( see Eq.(i) of the saae 

chapter  ) 

(£f 377 fl o/ 
?     =    0.00023 meters 

d    1.3 x 10 "nks units v* J 

ft u»   1.17 e v 

3 „ 
n   27    . np - n i - .321 

i / 

^J^ = 430 

U        For I0-_ 100 MW/cm? , J^  lO"7,  ;.  1^% |0*W«^ 
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In conclusion,  we state that two-thcton conductivity 

can be used   '.o measure the picosecond pulse width.      Since 

CdS.-St- exhibited a smaller absorption coefficient than QAAS, 

and consequently had a better square   law region of conductivity, 

CdS.-Se^. proved to be a better two-photon semiconductor for the 

•neasurement  of secor.d order intensity correlations  of the 

picosecond pulset:. 

        - - 
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F. Three-Photon Conductivity in CdS; 

CdS is a II-VI aemiconductor with a forbidden energy 

gap of 2.42 ev at room teraperature.  With a iNd: :2-.ss laser 

of photon energy 1.17 ev, it is possible to measure throe photon 
C22; 

absorption.  B.H.Ashkinadze et al. detected the luminer-cence 

emitted by CdS at 77 K after three-photon absorption of a 

Q-switched Nd:^lass laser.  They observed the luminescence 

when the excitation intensity was varied between 20 and 

100 HW/oa .   Since they were using a Q-switched laser, t ey 

had to focus it to g«t higher intensities to observe this 

third order process.  With the availability of mode-locked 

Nd:c;lass lasers, it is possible to produce upto a few GW/cm2 

without focussing.  Further because of the high peak power, 

the higher order absorption processes could be easily observed 

in the cabo of picosecond pulse excitation.  Another advantage 

of using picosecond pulses for the investigation of higher 

order non-linear optical effects is to raise the damage 

threshold because of the short time duration of the pulses. 

In the present section, we present an investigation of the 

three-photon conductivity in polycrystalline and single crystal 

CdS at room temperature using a mode-looked Nd:glass laser. 

The polycrystalline Cd;", was a commercially available 

photoconductive cell ( CL 902 type 2 CdS ) made by the Clairex 

Corporation.  The cell has a spectral peak at 5150°A ( 2.42 ev) 

The single crystal CdS is of high resitivity type made by 



8 

Oould Ine .  Both the MoplM „ere alloyed with IndJum ot 

the end faoes wich served as on 1c oontacte.  botn t ■ 

sar.?le3 had a dark ron'atance of wen over aevcrnl M ah„, 

M ercloscd t e aa :ple8 in . bo, and oat off the li.;ht fro., 

to flash laap and othor oourooa ooln« optical fater» w.ioh 

out off u *t other thn 1.06 plcro« laser bea«.  thi,  pr.,tec. 

tion of shleldin,: the sn..ple fro. stra,. u.. t „aa neoes: .r 

since the OU  Is sensitive to ordinär. l1;,;t.  », 0JS 

Photocnductive sa.ple was connected tc , 2?.5 volta hntt-ry 

throush a ,27^ resistor.  2he volta.e across this resistance 

was . onitored and .eas.red on a dual hear, ncope alonf: with 

th. loser pol,, frc , an I.r photo d,ode.  The node-lochlnr; 

of t e pulses was nonltored on a $19 oacilloscope. 

We used th. laM loser systen as before.   The ootpnt 

of the laser consisted of a train of eq ally spaced picose,ond 

POIOO. senarated b, o. 4.5 nsecs. w ich „as eq, al to t e cavitv 

round trip tl«..  The pulse train l.-.sted for 200 - »0 nsecs. 

»h. intensity of th. bo«, was va.-led by Uoorttoß calibrated 

HI filters.  The chan,,e in conductivity ^G v.vas computed as 

before usinc 

AS,    = 
f 

(V- IS) P 

Since th. electron life ti:-,e an.d oth.r rn^btnation tlo., 

are long cor.pared to the .xcitotlon pulses, we ore in foot 

measuring th. integrated trancient photooonduotlrlt, fro. the 

Oh««, in voltage.  Both the laser pulse and t e photooonduo- 

tlvny „ere diapiayed on the dual boar, scope with the ,«. 

\ 

MHMte^M.^. i-^. 
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resolution.  So the photoconductivity pea', cor enponded 

approximately to the peak of the laaer pulse. 

The -.hotoconductlvity AC in ilUinhos versvin 11  t. 

»rsity Is s" own in f 1 •«res 23 and ?4 for te roiycri-stalline 

and nlr-le or it kl CdS respectively,  A least square fit 

*«as made and t-e slope was found to be 3 ±.0.2 In both tie 

cases.  This indicated a power law of 'v I , characteristic 

of a t »ree-photon process. 

The er.eration of non-cq-dlibriun carriers could bt 

due to an absorption of a r.econd har.nonic generated in a 

;on-phase natched CdS.  Since the second hamor.ic is of 5300*A, 

it will be absorbed or.ly as a result of a two-photon process. 

Hence th« photoconductivity due to such a process is of fourth 

order and will be very weak compared to a three photon process. 

Therefore the observed photoconductivity is due to a t ree- 

pJiOton absorption in Cdii. 

We nade an order of magnitude estimate of l:.e t ree- 

photon absorption coefficient frc.a t^ie leasured p otOOOOduetiTity« 

The three-photon conductivity ^ G^ ' can be written as ( see 

Eq. (10) of chapter 2 ) 

Men fLtft«! . we r:et AG^'^ O^J lJ  .  This explains t e cubic 

law observed in the experiment.   To make a quantitative estinate 

of the three-photon absorption coefficient, v/e should include 

mm 
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Azkinaiize et al. reported a value of 2.5 cm /GW' for p .  Their 

experiment was done with a Q-switched laser beam and their 

Intensity dependence of recombination radiation was  1^  . 

Arsenev et al. estimated using mode-locked pulses and they got 

3  2 
a value of 0.02 cm /GW .  Our experimental arrangement was 

similar to Arsenev's and so the order of magnitude agreement with 

Lhe calculated value and Arsenev's experimental value gives 

one more evidence to the three-photon generation process in CdS. 

Table ^| gives the comparison of the different values of p,. 

The lower values got in the present experiment may be attributed 

to the uncertainty in the incident intensity, higher value of 

mobility used in the calculation and partly due to the inhomo- 

geneity of the beam difltribution. 

.. 

CdS is an anlsotropic semiconductor and so the effective 

masses are different in different directions.  Recently, Jick 
(21) 

H.Yee has calculated the variation of the three-photon absorption 

coefficient with direction.  The variation of the value of 0-, 

was less than 20^.  In our experiment, we used a crystal of 

random orientation and general polarisation of the laser beam 

and so our experiment was rather insensitive to detect these 

changes as proposed by Jick H.Yee.  Kore controlled experiments 

taking into account the crystal orientation and laser beam 

polarisation had to be done to verify the predictions made by 

Jlck H.Yee. 

B.M.Ashklnadze et al. observed a power law of Ijp  in 

their experimental Investigation of the recombination radiation 
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Table 1 

. 

ß  in cm3/GW2 

, 3 

calculated value 0.2 

Azkinad2eL2^ 2.5 

Arsenev 0.02 

Polycrystal 

single crystal 

L  

0'04\ present 
fexperiment 

0.013J 

i 

I 

' 
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we observed three different time constants in qualitative 

agreement with  the observations made by Nicholas and Wood/f*' 

In the three-photon conductivity using ultra short pulses, the 

rise time io determined by the pulse train.  The Individual 

pulses are of picosecond duration and the photoconductivity due 

to these excitations arc somewhat integrated since the free elctron 

recombination time is of the order of 20 - 30 nsecsC6?) So the 

peak of the pulss occurs near the end of the laser pulse. 

After the end of the laser pulse, the decay time is modified by 

the kinetics of trans in CdS. 

Nicholas and Woods studied the steady state photoconductivity 

in single crystal CdS and they found, when suddenly stonning 

the exciting source, that the decay process consisted of three 

distinct parts: 

1. Initial fast decay associated with free electron recombination 

occurred. 

2. Then an intermediate region existed where electrons started 

tr be released from trips and 

3. finally, decay associated with emptying of trapping levels 

very close to the equilibrium Fermi level occurred. 

In the present experiment, we measured the transient 

photoconductivity and we have to take into account the trap 

filling before trap-limited recombination occurs.  The fast 

free electron recombination process could be explained in the 

integration of photoconductivity signal.  The electrons in the 

* ■^■HHMS MBM 
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conduction band  come to equilibrium with the traps  and  the 

iecay thereafter is  trap controlled.       Ar  we see  in   figure  '    . 

the  20C   -   3   ) nsecs   (   time  constant   )  decay iinmediate i.y after 

the  end  of the  pulse Is  due to the  trap   filling and  the   frej 

e.iectron  recombination and  afterwards  the whole decay  is   trap 

controlled  and  we can see  the  intermediate   region associated with 

the  electrons  emptying  from the  traps.       The dark conductivity 

of several  megohms   regained  its   value only after two  to three 

minutes   interval   from the  laser pulse,  which could be   observed 

on a  volt-ohm-meter.       For this   reason,   the experiments  with 

the  single  crystal were conducted  with successive  laser shots 

at  intervals  of two minutes  or more. 

1    li 

: 

In the case of polycrystalline material, we did not 

observe the very slow decay, instead the dark conductivity 

regained its value in a couple of seconds.  The free electron 

recombination tlm*5 of several nanoseconds explains the integration 

of the signal.  We barely observe the trap filling process. 

This confirms the absence of very slow decay in the case of 

polycrystalline CdS v/hich can be exolalned by invoking low 

trap densities compared to single crystal CdS.  That is why 

the trap controlled recombination sets in earlier.  J.G.Gkarman ' 

studied extensively on the relationship between photo current 

decay time and trap distribution in CdS and found that the 

polycrystalline CdS contained lese traps compared to single 

crystal. CdS and as a result the photoconductivity .'ecay time 

was shorter in the case of polycrystal CdS compared to single 

■  -    .  
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crystal  CdS. 

In conclusion, we observed the three-photon conductivity 

In CdS at room temperature using mode-locked Mdtglass laser 

pulses.  Third order processes like this could be observed 

easily with the use of picosecond pulses because of higher pea. 

intensity.  When Q-switched pulses of the same envelone density 

as that of the mode-locked pulse train were used to excite the 

CdS crystal, no observable signal was detected.  This indicates 

the advantages of using picosecond pulses in the investigation 

of muti-photon absorption processes in semiconductors.   The 

three-photon conductivity in CdS exhibited a power law denendence 

on excitation intensity as I   * .  Such cubic power lows coui.: 

be used to measure the third order intensity correlations or the 

picosecond pulses.  The use of three-photon conductivity in 

Dicosecond pulse width measurement is demonstrated in the next 

section. 

MM   
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crystal.  The thickness of the crystal was 0.28 mms and this 

corresponded to a resolution of^3  psecs.  The half width of 

the curve approximately gives 10 psecs for the width cf the 

pulse. 

((,0) 
Eckardt and Lee measured the same autocorrelation function 

of the picosecond pulses using third harmonic generation.  They 

utilised the unique polarisation properties of optical third 

harmonic generation in a phase matched dye solution.  Consequently 

their method eliminated the background.  Their signal ratio was 

direccly proportional to G (t). Because of the limited resolution 

of our detector, we missed the spike on the correlation curve 

observed by them.  P.M.Rentzepij et al.Measured the three-photon 

fluorescence ( 3PF) pattern using BBOT and Dimethyl Popop ^n 

methyl cyclohexane and they obtained a contrast ratio of ^9, 

We got a contrast ratio of 3.2 and this was because of the 

finite resolution of the crystal.  Thinner crystals with resolu- 

tion of the order of 0.1 psec should be used to get a better map 

of the third order correlation function. 

Apart from the limitation in resolution, we show in 

principle that the three-photon conductivity effect can be used 

to measure the width of the picosecond pulses.  We measured the 

autocorrelation function of the pulse intensity in third order 

using CdS which yielded the same form of the curve as got by 
C6ftJ 

Eckardt and Lee but with a reduced contrast ratio of ^3.2 

because of limited resolution of the detector. 

mm ^ . 
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Hence, in effect, the multi-photon conductivity in 

.^miconductors could be used to measure picosecond pulse width. 

Construction of an electronic multllayered thin film semiconductor 

detector seemed to be possible in the near future. 

—  
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Chapter ^ 

Conclusion 

The two-photon conductivity In GaAs and CdS^-Se. and 
.5 o 

the ^hree-phcton conductivity in CdS were Investigated with 

«i-swltc .ed and mode-locked Nd:glass laser pulses and these 

effects were subsequently utilised to measure the second and 

third order intensity auto correlation function of the picosecond 

pulses.  In the Q-switched pulse excitation, photoconductivity 

of C^-doped GaAs was measured in the Intensity range 0.01 to 

1 MW/cm .  In the low intensity region below 1 MW/cm^, single 

photon process was dominant and \.he  slope of the log^O - log I 

line was ^ J.6 which could be understood by a continuous 

distribution of levels in the forbidden gap as orooosed by 
(45) 

A.Rose .  Above 1 MW/cm' . the two-photon process dominated and 

the observed two-photon conductivity was in agreement with Jick 

Yee's theoretical calculations { slopes 3,1." ).  Mode-locked 

excitation of the photoconductivity displayed the two-photon 

nature over a wide range of Intensities because of the short 

pulse excitation ( picosecond pulses ) with a higher intensity. 

The photoconductivity curve in the case of both 0?-doped GaAs 

and Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs displayed a slope of 2 at lower 

-,      intensities changing to unity slope at higher intensities. 

This slope change was expected since ACOL ßiloL.  at lower intensities 

j       ^G öü ^I0L since ß2leL  «I and at higher intensities, 

T 
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^Gc*l0 since ß I0L»1.  At very high intensities, the 

photoconductivity curve displayed a sub-linear region which 

was proved to be due to stimulated intra-band absorption of 

holes in GaAs.  The magnitude of the absorption coefficient 

varied fron 10 - 30 cm" , linearly with the intensity.  This 

agreed approximately with the values reported in the references. 

The e'Tect of stimulated intra-band ( valence ) absorption on 

two-photon conductivity in InSb at n0 K using a Q-switched COp 
(10) 

laser was studied by A.M.Danishevskii et al.  Towards the end 

of the hign intensity region, absorption which led to the 

generation of carriers was observed.  This absorption coefficient 

was found to be proportional to the square of the light intensity 

indicating the generation of non-equilibrium electron-hole pairs 

in GaAs due to three-photon absorption.  The calculated three- 

photon absorption coefficient agreed approximately with the 

experimentally observed values. 

Two-ohoton conductivity in CdS_-Se^ with the use of mode- 

locked Nd:glass laser pulses was found to exhibit a square law 

over a more dynamic range of the incident laser intensity.  The 

two-photon absorption coefficient estimated from the measured 

photoconductivity ( 0.07 cm/MW ) agreed well within an order of 

magnitude with the theoretically computed values.  The extended 

square law region in the care of CdSc-Se^ was consistent with 

the lower value of 0 got from our measurement. 

Finally, we conclude that two-photon conauctivity in 
p 

semiconductors need not necessarily depend on I as discussed 

1 
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by Jick H.Yee^d by Paul Kelly et iS*..       Because of absorption 

of laser beam in a finite thickness  of the sample and surface 

recombir.ation,   this  depeMence is  modified.       Picosecond  pulse 

excitation in the present  experiment  excluded surface  recombi- 

nation and because of absorption of laser beam in the sample 

(GaAs),   the  two-photon conductivity was   found  to be  proportional 

the  first  power of intensity at higher intensities.       This  was 

not observer  in the case of CdS^-Se.  because  ß2 I0 L < 1   even at 

the highest  intensity.       Near to damage threshold,   in GaAs, 

stimulated  intra-band absorption and  higher order processes 

modify the  exponent  in the  present  experiment.       So care must  be 

exercised in detecting two-photon absorption in semiconductors. 

The  square  law regions  in the   ^G -  I curves  of GaAs 

and CdS-Se were  th n used  to measure  the second order intensity 

auto correlation of the picosecond pulses.       The photoconductivity 

yield gave  contrast  ratios  of'v 1.8 and 2.4   forGaAs  and CdS-Se 

respectively   ).       The half width of the  correlation curve ^ave 

a value of 8  -   10 psecs   for the pulse width in both the cases. 

The higher contrast  ratio we got when we used  CdS-Se was  evident 

from the difference in resolution  (   4 psecs   for GaAs  and  2 psecs 

for CdS-S| )  and  alflo  from the  extended square  law region of CdS-Se5 

which  facilitated the measurement of second  order correlation. 

I 

1 
I 
wm 

We measured the three-photon conductivity in CdS it room 

temoernture using a mode-locked Ndrglass laser and the three-photon 

^_aaM___^M - ———- _._ 
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I 
semiconductor for the measurement of picosecond pulse width. 

I        Future experiments with thinner crystals ( epitaxial layers ) 

-r       are suggested to extend the quadratic dependence of photo- 

conductivity to higher Intensity regions In the case of GaAs 

and to Improve the rasolutlon In the picosecond pulse width 

measurement.  Better quantitative estimates could be got If 

one uses single picosecond pulses.  More careful experimentation 

with amplified single picosecond pulses will reveal the difference 

in the multi-photon absorption in CdS and CdS^-Se,- due to the 
• 5 -5 

anisotropy of the valence bands in these crystals. 

:. 
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! APPENDIX  1 

Derivation of Two-photon absorption coefficient; 

The Hamiltonlan   X for an electromagnetic  field InteractinR 

with the valence electrons in a semiconductor is given by 

where 
m  - eJectron rest mass 

p      electron momentum oncrator 

e   -- electronic charge 
—» 
A       vector potential of e.r». field 

V(r)     potential energy 

X   -    ^   -♦-VOM  +  £-1.7 +   ex  A.'S  to 

H0 + h' 

where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonlan in the absence of t.m. field 

and H' is the interaction Hamiltonlan and can be considered as 

a perturbation.  The second term in n'is of order J  and can be 

neglected compared to the first term.  Further the term containing 

A.A can be omitted, for the orthogonality of the wavefunctions causer 

its contribution to appear only when more than two ohotons are 

absorbed.  Therefore, 

mC 

where A = A a, a is the polarisation vector. Since ( hu)<E ) the 

photon energy Is less than the forbidden gap of the semiconductor. 

the first order calculation give, no contribution anu so the transition 
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rate la to be calculated  from the second order terms.       The  followinr, 

derivation of the two-photon transition rate was   first given by 

N.O.Basov et a). 

Two-photon transition  rate: 

According to the well  Knowr. Ptnil'a  Golden Rule,   the transition 

v     ity for two-photon absorption between an initial   state   'i' 

and a final state   »f«  can be written as  follows: 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^H 

<i  ■  *?  l<i|Mir>|a   t(*ä~ec-x*») t*j 

Krom second order perturbation theory, the matrix element 

where |"n> is the virtual Intermediate state. 

The total transition probability W.^can be got by summing over all 

the initial and final states.  Thus, 

where 

\ ■ <nH'i»> 

H'   is the interaction Hamiltonian. 

kl    -    wavenumber for initial states 

I 
T 1 

 - --  ^  
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fef ■ wavenumber for finsl states. 

First take the sum of the states over a unit cell of the cryataJ 

and then perform over all the cells in the crystal pf volume V. 

Thus we replace 

•■•   w,, = gJ ff^k, dHc f f d'^T £!*taki ('H'';)"" 

^T/JV^Si^SU^^V-r --2^.00 

: 

o 

Now 

since       V   8   Jd^a   e^'^*    S &wf fa 

1 

T 

Integrating over b. and putting k-l^.^.y the transition rate per 

unit volume is given by 

•taamm    ■ i  MM      i ■^ü 
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. 

Baaov considered the Initial valence band and the final 

conduction band as the intermediate states.  The points in the 

valence and conduction banc's away from k=0 are represented by- 

mixed parity states and the dipole matrix elements are non-vanishing. 

The higher conduction bands and the deeper valence bands are far 

away and consequently the square of the energy denominator makes 

them negligible.  Taking the transitions from ^ to C we get the 

energy denominators as ifloj.  The quantity -fico  is the smallest of all 

possible Values of denominators.  Thus these terms dominate over 

the rest. 

i a 
- T Üi/5b»/^(Hc.«..-«.tf«,.f Ä^-S.-"«!)—W 

• 

where 1 = 1,2,3 for three valence bands,  E- - £_ r ZtuJ 

Using the Bioch wave functions, 

t 
ßi*   (ÄTT)3/X c* 

U±M  e 
Lte.r 

^*'*    civ*3- 

Conduction electron 

•- Valence electron 

and assuming the photon momentum to be small compared with the 

electron momentum, we can write the matrix elements as follows: 

H«,  -. «f CM)« id-kj 

>m~.   — 
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Tl,  V_ 

H aö (lr?»«3) dCko-'Z*') 

The  -ve sign in the last expression is as a result  of negative 

effective mass. 

r ^ $.«)„ ^(^-1?,) ^Ä-fco + z±p- &*i0 

^Ü»( -Ti,,; ^c^-b,„o]Z«!^6.-E^-^^^ 

-  iEp\3/'  \z &4 A^   na.rf»rf.Ä>z   [-1-   +-^_+   '   1 

J&k   k* i Uc-B*-^«*) ■n; 

: 

T 

Let 
w c^ rrv 1^19, 

;   ^.-f» =  E nV 
»    ä -cV 

We  loiow 

<ffa)5 = ^ C X - Xo) 

"ox 

a^) 
where    ^(Xo> > o 

-----  
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J t2 
3, < l*J   L^l sine?  AV«4irt   ^kr 

4^ni^U(; 
.    fcf 

(airiU-«|)     ■laM4^. (^^U,-E9) 

.". wt = 
Ctf. 

ifo 
^   Air   a      Jtl^   (a.tr^-E5) i/4, 

.. 
now,     Intensity    I    =    iß    UKoo W m velocity 

o<     =      I 

I 
I 
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Taking into account the spin degeneracy, there will be an extra 

factor of 2. No^ the two-photon absorption coefficient k^is 

defined as 

Kc     ~         

.0*) &'¥)c*A    ^(a^-tif*!  ---CO 
■m' 

where i = 1,2,3 for three valence bands. 

• 

:: 

: 

i 
i 
i 
T 
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APPENDIX  2 

Calculation of Two-photon Absorption Coefflclsnt in GaAs: 

117 

t'/i 
ka) B a^ir^   I^^Wl    m;- (Z^-E/^I .V^ 

e c2-^^)' >i» 

Taking Into account the transitions from the valence bands tf, , 15^ 

and i^to the conduction band 'C ( the band structure of GaAs 

Is shown In Fig.I ) , the total two-photon absorption coefficient 

,<*)    .A1) 
n   • K,  -f- Kz 

e = 4.8 X lO"10 esu 

11.8 

c  =    3 X 10UJ cm/sec 

lln ■ 1.17 ev 

Eg =  1.41  ev      (  For    v3 to C    transition    E    =1.74 e-,   ) 

■ - 9*11 X  10"20 gms 

■* ► 

m'C£,t          ™'c »»V 
«> 

yr\*   m 0.072 m 

i 
YD*   =0.68    m 

*£*■ 0-085 ■ 

I ynj3 ■ 0.25    ■ 

I 
I 

.     3 
4 £l 

< 

(75) 

 — 
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Substituting all these values In the above expression, 

and expressing the intensity 'I' in MW/cm2, 

■ C*) K; 12J -f     K; (a-; + Kt1' 

K(2) 

1.575 XI +  1.22 X I  + 0.89 X I 

3.7 X I cm"1 

ßo X I 

Cm 

ß2 - 3.7 cm/MW 

: 

fl 
D 
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APPENDIX I 

Calculation of Two-Photon Absorption Coefficient In CdS C-Se r: 

J* 

In the case of CdS>5-Se>5, We estimated Staking into account 

only transitions from heavy hole valence band to the conduction 

band.   This is because of the relatively unknown band 

parameters »f the mixed crystals.  Some of the values we use 

the average CdS and CdSe. 

€ = 9.0 

Eg » 2.0 ev 

m  = 0.14 m 

* 
m„ 

cm 

■ 

0.5 m 

= free electron rest mass •* 9-I x »0      9ms 

All other values are the same as In appendix 2. 

We get 

K(2)     m    ßAl       ,        ßz  M    0.4  cm/MW. 

" 

*—> MBBM^ 
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APPENDIX    4 

Three-photon Absorption Coefficient; 

The Harr.iltonlan   'H'   for an electromagnetic  field Interactlne 

with the valence electrons  In a semiconductor Is given by, 

CO 

where H-        —     -t-   V^J 

2mC 

According to Fern 1's Golden Hule, the total transition probability 

for three-photon absorption oetween a group of Initial states »1« 

and a group of final states »f« can be written as follows: 

where H'^    ^  ^f. | H' I >I> 

H"^   = <flH"l»> 

MS shown in appendix 1,  the transition rate per unit  volume is 

given by 

«M 
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V 
H^n Hr\C    _i_ ^-   ngw Hwt äTT    i f .3.   r- giaütt    4. 5- JiB n^L 

I  ,.1 
H lvi n-h»^ H my d (E^-Ej- 3*w) _ 

In the two band approxlmation as before ( one conduction band 

and one valence band ), using Blocn functions we can write the 

matrix eJernents as 

H'£U. ±L tf*)^ ick*-*») 

YlgC 

H CJL?' mJC 

ll! 

I 

H 
w 

Cc^MXc^kt) ^CSt***>*>•) tc*cm\jb fif1*] 

In these matrix elements, the photon momentum can be neglected. 

As before, only the final conduction band and the initial valence 

band are considered as intermediate states.  Then, 

y 

where 

- wan* J***(*.-*.-***> 

vv co -I ^C* HY\[} 

w. CU\  14) 

V»    C^ny      ^^ 

^7" ^cn H^^>       .y"y"HcnHnm   ^rnJ 

5  T^HF^ f tr^-^^j-^^ 

m^ IM^ __ 
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Hlctf Hcc   H co Hn. 
I 

CU    ^00   n (319 H 

(E^iw)(EC(,--h^ (-2^Iü) ^-irw; 

+ Hgii H ^c   Hey -i- 
Mcc HC^    H1^ 

C-2^^CECt,--nu)) CEC#-a*"5)f-*^) 

The   first  two second  order terms  coming  from the A.^ term cancel 

out  to zero and we are  left with the   four  3rd order terms  containinr. 

the  dipole matrix elements.       ^e  Feynmann diagrams  corresponding 

to the   four third order terms  are as  shown below. 

I 
I 
T 

The continuous, dashed, wavy lines represent electrons, holes. 

and photons respectively.  Lines which leave the vortex correspond 

to creation of a particle and lines which enter the vortex 

correspond to annihilation. 

^ 

^MMMM 
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Ecv =  3ti(x, 

Substituting the matrix element into    Wc     ,  we get 

Be? 1 
^ J 

123 

- - - C5) 

where    B0 = <p-^s and «*   | 

IJä/A   iCEc-Ctf-31?*0 

fj-lL«- 1.2, 

L   Vr?»2- hi|* Mjm* 

air   i        e6^^    R'^      i r   a    J 

[ 'V(-i-if-   ».* 
^yn2- 

Let 
nc 

i 

I 
T 

V 

[ ALT 
2m2-J - - - (6) 

MMMHHM 
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Taking the polarisation direction to be the Z-axls 

te  = ^iJ-O . k    Cos e A r c* 

I 

JJJ ZTJT" L  ikT*      ^1^1.     ^>J 

2. -^ 
We usei the relation     Ec -Ea -^u) =.   f-Ck,)»   E. i- LiLi - 3KH. 

and      <(f(M)   = 
^(*?r-^r') 

5WT 

a^- 

where    fCht')  s o 

and also    k? =   k?, ÜAö   = ("^  W
1
) 

Perfonnlng the Integration,  we get 

; 

V 

Now 

We get, 

At     1 •*Ä4      Bo2 i 

4 (^ «J* 

r n^ b',5 
+     Bo^ 

L  5 h^ 4 m* 

♦rxi,;* 3^a; - E* 
« h 

-77-   '    *   Q*)5   c6      m» Vf ■ "n 

[ 
Ä* 

5/*. H  »* J^A 

(7) 

_ Bo2 2^ A 3^-E^    £££0**$ ] 

AiMI 
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We 

V 

u  ~z S •   if X    ^r  6£   _L. 12Ä •   -1-. A4'. ^   _i_ 
^2'       "^ /w3/t 

3     M2- 

The intensity I is  related to the vector potential A as 

I    « _    w^M* 
g-nc 

Wt -^ 
«/a. Z .-2. '/l    D2 

• 

I 
I 
I 
i 

{1-cW-1 ajK^-^Ä^-V] 
---(9) 

Taking into account spin dtfltneraey and the definition of three. 

photon absorption coefficient K^ - 3^cu Wt/y we  t 

f/3L   BK^TT***   I       // 
C^w)^    C rht S '4 

--(W 

This agrees with the formula given by A.l.Bobrysheva and J.H.Yee. 

MMM. ■■JM 
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APPENDIX 5 

Calculation of K^3^ In CdS: 

Ke) = B . ^ 

(fcZ) 

K»3 -  ß3 r* 

Using the band structure of CdsVs' shown in figure 26. we can 

evaluate the three-photon absorption coefficient for each of 

the three val-nce bands and find the total absorption coefficient. 

CdS is anisotropic and we oould calculate K^11 and K^for the 

two directions.  The momentum matrix element is given by 

Bo4 

4 ^c 

e 4.8 x   lO"10 esu 

m 9.11  x  lO"28 gms 

c 3 x 1010 cm/sec 

€ 8.4 

tia) 1.17 ev 

The values of the effective masses and the forbidden gap are 

shown in figure 28. We get an estimate of K^3) as shown in 

Table #2. 

For a random direction, we could take the calculated 

■MMMMl 
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I D 
! 'VL^ 

VI 

V3 

2.42 ev 

0.016 ev 

0.057 ev 

H c-axis 1 c-axis 

I 

C-  COKDUCTION   BAND 
VI.V:.\.<-    VALENCE   BANDS 

 , ^ ( 

EFFECTIVE   MASS                         ||              '           1 ' 
 .j _ 1 1 

mVl I       5 nio       j     0.56 mo    I 

m*2 I       0-24 mo   ;     1.2 mo     | 

mv3 077mo   I     0-43 mo    I 
| .-w... mmj 

mC I 0.16 mo : 

m0--   FREE   ELECTRON   MASS 

FIGURE   27 
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Table #2 

c   -  v. 

c  -  v. 

c--  v- 

Total 

K^  in cm"1     {  x 10"8) 

II caxis 

3.06    I' 

12.65    I' 

9.55    I' 

25.26    I' 

"Saxls 

4.22 I2 

9.20 I2 

7.50 I2 

20.92 I2 

,. 

I 
T 
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APPENDIX 6 

(14,10,10 
Calculation Of Multi-Photon Conductivity In Semiconductors; 

Let us consider a semiconductor as shown In figure 

When It Is Illuminated by a laser beam of intensity I , electrons 

arni holes are created In t^e semiconductor.  Some of the free 

carriers will recombine inside the crystal with the volume life 

time V and some will diffuse to the surface and recombine at the 

surface with surface recombination velocity V. 

Let us assume that the photon energy is less than the 

forbidden gap of the semiconductor.  So non-equilibrium charge 

carriers are produced by multi-photon absorption.  If (n-i)feü is 

less than the fobidden gap and if rihcü >E , then there will be 

n-photon absorption. 

Let F(x) be the generation rate of carriers at a distance x 

from the surface of the semiconductor.  In the case of steady 

state conditions, the concentration of the generated carriers 

can be obtained from the following diffusion equation 

Where p is the concentration of non-equilibrium electron-hole 

|    pairs and D„ is the diffusion constant.  /\ = ( D ^•)~ais the ! p ^ p *- ' 

inverse diffusion length.  The equation becomes 

i  I 
^  - ^t» m   - EM .... W 
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LASER BEAM 

i 
S - OHMIC   CONTACTS 

FIGURE 28:   PHOTO   CONDUCTOR 
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; 

.. 

i 

i 

The solution of this equation p(x) can be obtained using the 

method of variation of parameters as follows- 

This equation gives the general solution as 

I» co » A e 
- AX Be -IX 

Let the particular solution be 

r>00  =   It.eO e'/U +   o^i) e''1 

t>x 
-Ax       I   ~Ax -U     ..'   ^^^ ^'= -^a.cc; e"^ u.e"  5-   ^a^e^+a^e 

-AX 

Then 

.-41 

c^; 

Substituting in (I), we get 

3>P        " "      

Solving (2) and  (3) for u;  and u^ and integrating we get, 

•b      i /I 3)^ 

i *^ 
The complete solution is given by 

-ca) 

f>cx; = Ae'^+Be^f J 
^V 

The constants A and | are to be determined from the boundary 

conditions at the two surfaces of the crystal.      Recombination 

MkMkMMitaAwMM. 
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)i curs at each surface of the crystal at a rate which may be 

[a  = IVg^ where t| represented by a recombination current    I    ■ l\/sb where p is the 

density of the carriers at the surface. 

At the  first surface, 

At the rear surface 

where L is the thickness of the photoconductor. 

From (4), P3(p)    =   A  + B 

5 JM Li o ^ 

x-.o 

(5)glVe8   öl 4»)   VS    .    -^W6 where ^  -  Vs 

A(VS + A) +6CV5-A)   -0  CD 

►.«-.TB  •   TPW 
0 

X AX/1 -/tx' 

o 

Ps (L )  .•^ A e"^ /I I e^-t to-) ♦ ^W 

MHi 
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Using (6) we can get 

ÄL. 

(y5 -,0**"«■(&-•■'0&« - -yj[?.u-)4-^u-)]-[^gt^cu] ca; 

Solving (7) and  (8),  we get A and B as 

-M- 

6   = . C^ ♦ **) i 
~AL 

(***ir~Q-Hfi 1   -Mt 

fiOO  •-* ^i») ■> 

R!« •♦i *a(?) - 

KW « ^ W - 5 FG-) 
DM 

I 
I 
T 

Substituting the values of A and B In (4) we get after simplifi- 

cation 

0 o 

mmm 
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The conductivity Is defined as (75; 

where q Is the electronic charge and fx, i ^ = mobility of holes, 

electrons.  The charge neutrality condition holds good for a 

muiti-photon process. 

n = p 

c tf 

OC   j     PQi)   dx. 
0 

Substituting for p(x)  from (9),  we get 

i— ^ 

 (ii) 

4 Ax.    r*.4** 
i3>A  Li J 4 J 

- - -Qzj 

e 
The two double Integrals 0 and   41 can be simplified as follows: 

<-    -Ax 

0 o 0 ' 
t4* Fot'lrfx1 
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^ 

I 

i. 

I 

. 

Now, 

I 
_ Ax 

dx 
JX L  - 

-X 

The elements are summed from x - x' to x = L and then from x^ 0 

to x'-L.  We can sum up alternatively ( as is evident from 

the figure ) from x^ 0 to x«- x and then from x = 0 to x = L 

and the above integral becomes, 

. ( eAxFct)d* 
X-   -AX 

dx{ 

ö = /t'e-^d(x;L
e^'Fc^aa'-/e^dix/XFö)e-^'a, 

After partial integration, the above integral becomes 

8   = -  e -*i~ 

Similarly, 

H) ■— C 
*L    r

u   -AX 
j ä' Vö'J di' - j- J ^CO ai 

I 
I 
T 

Substituting these expressions for 6 and <|» back in (12) and 

after a simple algebraic simplification, we get 

mm mam 
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6 =   JL I FWd« .   Ä^    e ^^/öAh/l(^-x) Pajda 
9 4' 

UK HO   - (^-^s) e-ALli 
 Oh) 

The generation rate of non-equilibrium charge carriers is given 

by (  14.(4)  of chapter 2   ) 

ßn 
>i 

[i   +0»-!)^ C"' x 1* 
- - -   C'4) 

.Substituting (14) in (13) and performing the integration, we get 

the final expression for the muti-photon conductivity /IG^as, 

AG^ ^ at 1 L'-r- LK^-O^I^'L] n-l    -J 

_ o< ^ /S^ I0
n       vs e    -z (iiK /^CL .x'j 

<i2 ---05; 

whe re   o<  ^  cv |_   CHe + ^)     and  J)p^=   _L  . 
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APPENDIX 7 

03; Model to account  for   ^Gocia where    ^ a <: 

The nodel in Fig.2q(&) Is  for an   unlllurclnated crystal.     'v'   Is 

the  filled  valenoe band.and   -C  is  the empty conduction band. 

Nr Li  the  filled   recombination center  .       ^ correponds to the 

trappln? center.       ^ is  the active  recombination center.       Note 

that the nr states  art negligible or absent at -ero  light  Intensity. 

The Nt states have an exponential   distribution of energy such that 

The temperature T,.   is a formal  parameter that can be adjusted 

to make the  density of states  vary more  or less  rapidly with 

energy.       Let T( ^T.  where T is  the ambient temperature.       Let 

NT    >   J       Mt(E) dE 

We also take the capture cross section 'S^ for electrons to be 

much less than the capture cross section »f • for holes so that 

U      the density of the photo-excited electrons is much larger than 

JJ      that of photo-excited holes (ie) n»p.   Also assume for simplicity 

the capture cross seccion of the ^ states to be the same as those 

for the N states, r 

Flg2«?b shows the conditions at some intermediate light 

intensity.  Efn l6  the steady state Fermi level defined by the 

electron density 'n'. 

Now exponents less than unity can be accounted for by a 

simple physical picture.  As the light intensity is increased. 

i j 
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I 

-« m. 

v. 

- c 

— E fn 

II FIGURE   29 RECOMBINATION CENTERS   IN   GaA« 

- - ^^___„  MM« 
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: 

more and more of the Nt states are converted from trapping to 

recombination states.  This conversion tak.es place as the steady 

•tat« fermi level E-. sweeps through the N. states towards the 

conduction band. As p , the density of recombination states for 

electrons, increases, the electron life time decreases.  This is 

what is meant by an exponent less than unity. 

To a good approximation, the density of empty states p is 

given by th« number of IL states lying between the original Fermi 

level Ef and the steady state Fermi level Ef . 

Y = J   Nfe(E) dE 

5^ 

Now 3 n = f ^    ,     f = photons absorbed / cm 

n = electron density ( steady state ) 

n 

^ = 
PytiSn 

m  life time 

15 = velocity , Sn = capture cross section 

: 

n ■ - (I) 

by definition 

where Nc = effective density of states in the conduction band 

, m = electron effective mass. 
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: 

n N exp (-»JLlStoUL,) 
c      kX, T 

(2) 

Eliminating the exponential term in (I) and (2), we get 

T/T,     , JD. 
n L£Jk__]T+1i 

The conductivity change AG is proportional to 'n', and 'f is 

proportional to I for a single photon process.  So we get 

T, 

A £ oC     J T+T, 

Since T, >T , the exponent —!—lies between 0.5 and unity. 
I r T+Tt 

From this discussion, we see that an exponent lying between 

0.5 and I requires a distribution states in the forbidden gap. 

The odd exponents lying between 0.5 and unity has been observed in 
C4T) w; 

the case of GaAs by Bube and Blinov . 

I 
I 
I 
t 
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